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Since 1994, when South Africa transitioned from apartheid to majority rule, its locally written crime 
fiction has become a literary force. Although some critics initially dismissed the genre as superficial 
and clichéd, most now agree it offers important social, political and ethical insights, providing an 
arena in which shared issues may be theorised and thought through. These include, for example, the 
implications of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, the loss of faith in governance and the rule 
of law, issues surrounding race and whiteness, and South Africa’s emergence out of isolation and into 
the larger world. 
Less well considered, however, is how crime fiction achieves those ends, and that is the focus 
of this thesis. It argues that the genre’s hermeneutic conventions, far from being reductive, are 
powerful tools for conveying social insight because these conventions, when adapted by writers or 
affected by context, change from text to text, and readers use these intertextual differences to 
interpret meaning. Together with the genre’s concentration on the collective, on morality, and on law 
and order, such engagement with the conventions helps readers decipher and in some cases find 
positive proposals for managing the country’s recovery narrative. 
After locating South African crime fiction historically and critically, I present my argument 
firstly through a close critical examination of novels by two South African crime writers, Andrew 
Brown and Mike Nicol, and then creatively, through my own crime novel, Present Tense. In contrast 
to Brown, who exaggerates features of the conventional police detective in order to highlight aspects 
of identity and belonging in present day South Africa, Nicol subverts most of the conventions of the 
thriller to offer a searing and pessimistic critique of South African society. Present Tense, a police 
procedural, adapts conventions relating to the setting, protagonist and narrative resolution in order to 
address the present-day consequences of apartheid, notions of trust and betrayal, and the dislocation 
felt by white citizens in the new social order. 
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Thus, paradoxically, the seemingly inflexible conventions of crime fiction enable nuanced 
comment on social issues at a particular place and time; and this ability ensures the genre’s relevance 










If you want to know the country read its crime fiction. You’ll get the 
low-down and enjoy the ride.    
 




In 1994, after nearly fifty years of apartheid, South Africa gained majority rule. Though the 
country had been preparing for this transition, its arrival heralded a period of upheaval that 
affected all areas of society, including creative expression. Writers, freed from internal 
censorship and external sanction, were – and still are – drawn to South Africa’s changing 
landscape; and this thesis explores the response of one literary form, crime fiction.1 In it I 
focus on how the hermeneutic codes of the genre function in this landscape, both in terms of 
how writers use them and how they are shaped by the social context.  
My thesis project arose from a question about what contributed to the rise of 
postapartheid2 South African crime fiction. From the mid-1990s, publication and sales of 
local crime fiction flourished, to the extent that it was labelled a ‘postapartheid publishing 
phenomenon’ (Titlestad 691).3 I was interested to know what lay behind this phenomenon, 
which I felt could not be explained by crime fiction’s entertainment value alone. I wanted to 
explore what, if anything, the genre had to say to South African readers.  
Postapartheid crime fiction has of course already attracted considerable attention. 
Critics have examined the functions, responsibilities and worth of the genre, and their ideas, 
 
1 I use ‘crime fiction’ as an umbrella term that includes all subgroups and variations. Here, I follow Lee Horsley 
(Twentieth-Century 3), who herself follows Stephen Knight and Martin Priestman in using ‘crime fiction’ as the 
label for the genre as a whole. 
2 I use the term ‘postapartheid’, spelled as a single word, to refer to the period from around 1994 to the present 
day. I am aware this is problematic for, arguably, the word ‘postapartheid’ creates an artificial divide that 
implicitly denies the continuation of much of the practices and social relations of the past, and thus ‘abrogates 
the reckoning with the past’ (Bethlehem ‘Continuity’ 1). It also seems to deny the complexity of what has 
followed, as well as the ongoing discussions around temporal divisions such as ‘post-anti-apartheid’, 
‘transition’, and ‘post-transition’. Also, as Louise Bethlehem notes, literary and political periodisation do not 
wholly coincide (‘Continuity’ 1). While South African literature has moved on from what Frenkel and 
MacKenzie describe as ‘an obligation to the logics of political commitment [and a contestation of] the national 
as its overriding context’ (4), apartheid and its legacy is still a powerful force in South Africa, as evinced in the 
novels examined in this study. As Rita Barnard notes, it would be a mistake to ‘minimize the extent to which the 
political transition marked a true watershed, and one that left an ineradicable thematic and formal imprint on 
South African writing’ (653). I use the term ‘postapartheid’ with Barnard’s comment in mind. 
3 The most recent available statistics are dated 2012 and state that ‘in South Africa, the broad “Crime/Mystery” 
category is now second in popularity in terms of fiction, behind the catch-all “General & Literary Fiction”’ (Le 
Roux 146).  
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which range from seeing crime fiction as the inheritor of apartheid-era resistance literature to 
accusations of glib reductionism,4 are considered throughout this study. Less well examined 
to date is how the genre functions, particularly in terms of its conventions. By ‘conventions’ I 
mean the generic commonalities and repeating tropes of crime fiction, such as the centrality 
of one or more crimes; the narrative arc which details investigation and discovery; the nature 
and function of the detective and the setting; the resolution (that is, the solving of the crime, 
and the extent to which social order is restored), and the style. My interest lies in how these 
conventions are used as tools for social comment. 
With its high commercial value and generic tropes, crime fiction is not usually 
associated with serious literary representation of a society recovering from atrocity.5 
However, I argue that crime fiction is a compelling tool for such representation because it 
offers nuanced and forensic ways of theorising and thinking through social and political 
issues. Further, I argue that it achieves these ends by the manner in which writers, and their 
readers, engage with its generic preoccupations and formal conventions. Such expression is 
particularly relevant and important in a post-traumatic, postcolonial society like South Africa 
because of its role in helping citizens to decipher – and in some cases find positive proposals 
for managing – their country’s recovery narrative. 
That crime fiction offers sophisticated ways of exploring social issues is already well-
documented. Crime fiction has been the subject of critical attention since the early twentieth 
century, and from the 1970s onwards scholars have examined its ability to interrogate, 
 
4 In South Africa, Leon de Kock argued that South African ‘crime thrillers may have come to stand in for what 
used to be seen as “political” or “engaged” fiction’ (‘From the Subject of Evil’ 1). Michael Titlestad and Ashlee 
Polatinsky, however, criticised novelist Mike Nicol for abandoning ‘high-literary interrogations of the history of 
apartheid violence and the agonies of transition in favour of writing popular crime fiction’ (26). 
5 For example, Roger Luckhurst, when discussing what trauma fiction has in common with Modernism, argues 
that both forms are ‘defined against banal, exploitative or routinized cultural expression’. Quoting Vickroy, 
Luckhurst identifies ‘a “serious” and “authentic” trauma literature explicitly against a popular culture that “has 
more often exploited such anxieties with tales of terror, suspense, or prurience”’ (89).  
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critique and represent social issues.6 In Chapter 1, I give a brief overview of international and 
local crime fiction criticism, and discuss in more detail some important issues bearing on the 
genre and its conventions.   
The proposition, that the power of crime fiction to explore social issues derives in 
great part from its form, needs explanation. Crime fiction examines social issues not only 
through the themes and concerns of particular works, but also through the way writers 
manipulate its generic features and the way readers take meaning from those manipulations. 
Readers might appreciate crime novels purely on a superficial level: that is, they might read 
for escapist consumption, following the plot and responding emotionally. Alternatively, and 
if they are familiar with the genre, they might adopt a more intellectual, hermeneutic 
approach, comparing the treatment of genre conventions in one text with those in other 
novels by the same or other writers, and gain meaning from interpreting the differences 
between them.7 This is simplistic, of course; there are more than two kinds of readers and 
they experience crime fiction both emotionally and intellectually and, according to context, 
within an infinite range of awareness. Similarly, some crime novels operate purely on a 
superficial level, while others grapple with complex questions and themes. 
However, by comparing particular representations and deciphering the differences 
between them, readers can achieve deeper levels of understanding. Take, for example, the 
hard-boiled detectives of Raymond Chandler’s The Big Sleep (1939) and Philip Kerr’s 
Metropolis (2019), who wisecrack their way through 1939 Los Angeles and 1928 Berlin 
 
6 Scholarly studies are many and diverse and appear regularly as books, both about the genre and individual 
writers, as well as in journals and compendia such as Wiley-Blackwell’s A Companion to Crime Fiction (2010) 
and The Cambridge Companion to Crime Fiction (2015). Topics, too, cover a broad range: Heather 
Worthington’s Key Concepts in Crime Fiction (2011), for example, includes critical areas such as cultural 
materialism, feminism, postcolonialism and modernism. 
7 One exploration of this argument is Umberto Eco’s (somewhat sophistic) theory of crime fiction readers. Eco 
differentiates between “low-brow” readers, who experience texts on a superficial level, and “high-brow” 
readers, who adopt a more intellectual approach, based on textual comparisons of generic crime conventions. 
Here I draw on Hetta Pÿrhonen’s summary of Eco’s theory (Pyrhonen 53). 
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respectively. In The Big Sleep, Philip Marlowe’s witty cynicism and desire for intellectual 
superiority originates from character flaws, from what Knight describes as ‘an anxious 
personal defensiveness’ (Form and Ideology 147). Kerr’s Bernie Gunther, on the other hand, 
has been damaged by his experiences in World War I and by his job. His jokes mask despair 
and a desire for social justice: as someone says of him, ‘if you didn’t make a joke I think 
you’d scream’ (388). A comparison of the two detectives brings the concerns of their creators 
into focus: while Chandler is interested in class and in individual alienation, Kerr seeks to 
explore political and social aspects of the Weimar Republic. An intertextual comparative 
reading thus leads to a deeper appreciation of the themes of both novels and I therefore apply 
this method to my reading of novels by Andrew Brown and Mike Nicol in Chapters 2 and 3 
of the exegesis. 
The claim that crime fiction is particularly relevant to a post-traumatic society such as 
South Africa is built on the way the genre’s inherent themes speak to the country’s social 
concerns. Since 1994 these concerns have evolved from an essentially inward focus on the 
past and nation-building to an increasingly global perspective.8 Yet the past lingers and South 
Africa’s continuing inequities and injustices bear testament to the difficulty of healing its 
damaged society. Referring to the power of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC, 
1995-2002) to heal past wounds, Michael Lapsley, who lost both hands to an apartheid letter-
bomb, noted: ‘It is naïve to think that it [a traumatic psychological wound from the past] 
takes five minutes to heal. We’ll spend the next hundred years trying to heal from our 
history’ (Hayner 153).9 
 
8 This period, usually labelled ‘transition’, is the subject of critical discussion. (See, for example, Frenkel and 
MacKenzie; Samuelson ‘Scripting’; Van Marle; and Bethlehem ‘Towards’). I examine the social concerns of 
this period throughout my thesis, referring to (among others) scholars such as De Kock, Naidu, Bethlehem, 
Samuelson and Black. Interestingly, the trajectory of this period mimics the narrative arc of crime fiction in its 
search for truth, resolution and restoration. 
9 The difficulty of healing is in itself a sign of the way trauma haunts its victims, and speaks to a past not yet 
resolved. Cathy Caruth notes, ‘What returns to haunt the victim … is not only the reality of the violent event but 
also the reality of the way that its violence has not yet been fully known’ (6). 
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The operative word here is ‘we’. While my intention is not to homogenise South 
African society – in fact, my analysis of the crime fiction novels of Brown and Nicol shows 
how the genre is able to consider complication and draw attention to social difference – the 
concerns described above are by definition communal, and crime fiction is in a unique 
position to represent its challenges because the genre focuses on the civic sphere in a way 
other literature does not. Crime fiction, because it deals with systems of law and order, must 
always deal with the public as well as the personal. Mary Evans, refuting the view that crime 
fiction is of less literary worth than other forms of fiction, argues: 
… there is a real loss to the cultural and social world because as citizens we refuse the 
possibilities of the imaginative about those fractures in society that involve us all. 
Writers of detective and crime fiction inform their novels with debates about the 
collective world: about those subjects of social order, social morality and the various 
tensions between rich and poor that may form the context rather than the foreground 
of more conventional fiction. (2, emphasis added) 
 
In South Africa, the ‘fractures in society that involve us all’ are complicated by social 
conditions, including the racial particularity of the country. Crime fiction speaks eloquently 
to the navigation of such a difficult society, and crime writers examine this in both content 
and form. At the same time, features of postapartheid society invariably inform aspects of 
local crime fiction, and in Chapter 1 I explore some key contextual issues relating to racial 
differences, law and order, the figure of the detective and the representation of social 
extremes.    
Because of its concern with public and private morality, crime fiction also offers a site 
of ethical enquiry that reflects the concerns of a particular time and place.10 For example, as 
 
10 Over its history, crime fiction has traced the shifting relationship of morality to the law, from the social 
certainties of the middle and upper classes in classical ‘clue-puzzles’ of the early twentieth century to the 
increasing tensions between the law and morality in crime novels from the 1920s on, as for example in Dashiell 
Hammett’s Red Harvest (1929). 
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Evans argues, in recent times the focus of crime fiction on law and morality has shifted to an 
interrogation of the way the law has become unhinged from morality in the service of the 
interests of the powerful, while at the same time exacting a devastating toll on the lives of the 
most marginalised: 
The moral separation – the estrangement – of law and morality becomes a key theme 
in crime literature in the latter part of the twentieth century, just as writers in the early 
part of the twentieth century had argued through their various accounts of the causes 
of crime, that motives for crime were often social rather than particular. Thus, a 
significant tradition in crime-writing today suggests that our western construct of the 
law, and boundaries between legal and illegal, leaves untouched those crimes that 
have the most destructive impact on human lives. (2) 
 
Evans’ observations are particularly pertinent to South Africa, where commercial interests 
and institutional corruption have contributed to the continuation of physical and social 
inequities. However, contemporary crime writers all over the world explore this terrain,11 
often through detectives (official and unofficial) who, in the course of their investigations, 
seek firstly the truth and then legal and/or ethical redress for wrongs. At the same time, aware 
of the shortcomings of the society in which they operate, these detectives – from Marlowe to 
Rebus to Jack Irish – explore possibilities for moral behaviour. They play a symbolic role in 
that they promise a form of redress against moral and legal wrongs, even if that redress is 
sometimes partial and inconclusive. In this role, detectives in crime novels may offer the 
prospect of social restoration and thus of healing so critical to a society such as South Africa. 
The most obvious and important concern of crime fiction is its focus on crime itself. 
Given that crime, and the threat of crime, is a central preoccupation globally, 12 it seems 
 
11 In South Africa, for example: Mike Nicol, Andrew Brown, Margie Orford and Deon Meyer. Internationally, a 
few among very many: Maj Sjöwall and Per Wahlöo, Ian Rankin, Martin Cruz Smith and Peter Temple.  
12 For a discussion of the current global obsession with crime, see works by Jean and John Comaroff, 
particularly ‘Criminal Obsessions, After Foucault: Postcoloniality, Policing, and the Metaphysics of Disorder’ 
(2004) and The Truth about Crime: Sovereignty, Knowledge, Social Order (2016). 
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logical that the genre would speak directly to those issues. However, the relationship of crime 
fiction to real-life crime is complex for both writers and readers, and this has significant 
bearing on the way the genre presents itself in South Africa. I therefore explore this issue in 
more detail in the section on law and order in Chapter 1, where I argue that crime fiction’s 
relationship to real-life crime is ambiguous. On one hand, writers may distance themselves 
from real-life crime by concentrating on the exotic and interesting, and on the other they may 
draw on aspects of real-life crime as sub-plots or templates for fictional crimes. Readers’ 
responses, too, may appear contradictory because they turn to crime fiction for both realism 
and escape. 
Crime fiction is characterised by repetition of crime within and across novels; and in 
post-traumatic societies this raises the question of its function as a literary response to 
trauma. Because genre form is to some extent always set, it is diametrically opposed to that 
of trauma fiction in which the crisis and impact of trauma can only be adequately represented 
through innovative narrative forms and techniques. Such traumatic texts, Anne Whitehead 
contends, mimic the unknowable, haunting impact of trauma by disrupting literary form, so 
that ‘temporality and chronology collapse, and narratives are characterised by repetition and 
indirection’ (3).13  
Still, because of its concentration on crime, crime fiction also arguably represents 
trauma, albeit in a form and manner that differs from recognised trauma fiction. The 
repetition of crime within and across crime novels represents an ongoing rehearsal of social 
injury that echoes the ubiquity and relentlessness of actual crime, and its disturbing effects on 
individuals and public life. In South Africa it also reaffirms the repetition of inequities and 
injustices, from the first white contact by Vasco da Gama in 1497 with the doomed San and 
 
13 Caruth and Luckhurst also make this point. 
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Khoi nations, through to apartheid and onwards to the present.14 The genre form itself thus 
enacts a failure to resolve historical trauma while highlighting its consequences in the present 
day. 
 
I examine the issues outlined above in two ways: critically, in close readings of novels by 
South African crime writers Andrew Brown and Mike Nicol; and creatively, in my crime 
novel Present Tense. While postapartheid South Africa produces exciting crime fiction by 
women, from writers of all colours, and in English and Afrikaans15 (though not, to date, in 
great numbers in African languages), a study of this length is necessarily constrained. Instead 
of trying to represent the entire divergent landscape, I concentrate on just two writers, Brown 
and Nicol. I chose them because of their similarities, including with my novel, Present Tense, 
and because of their differing approaches to form.  
Both Brown and Nicol are white, and old enough to have experienced apartheid. Both 
write in English, both feature male detectives – one mixed-race, one white – and both set 
novels in Cape Town. Both have written hybrid novels (Coldsleep Lullaby and The Ibis 
Tapestry respectively), and both these hybrid novels illuminate aspects of how crime fiction 
applies genre conventions to explore and critique social issues. Both have transitioned to 
crime writing. Brown’s ‘straight’ crime novel, Solace, is a police procedural and Nicol’s Of 
Cops and Robbers a thriller, but both works fall into the category of hard-boiled crime 
fiction.16 
 
14 This argument is set out by Christopher Hope in The Café de Move-on Blues (2018) (40ff). 
15 Such as: Angela Makholwa, Lauren Beukes, Diale Tlholwe, Jassy Mackenzie, Karin Brynard and Sarah Lotz. 
16 Hard-boiled crime fiction is generally considered a subgenre of the noir thriller. While the noir genre focuses 
on a protagonist who consciously exceeds the law (and on the social and economic context portrayed as 
contributing to this transgression), hard-boiled fiction features a detective who, though tough, shrewd, and 
durable, is often bound by a rigid, if individual, moral code. Both types adopt a discourse in direct contrast to 
that of the mannered, bourgeois world of classical, golden age crime fiction. See Horsley, The Noir Thriller 
(2009); Scaggs, Crime Fiction (2005), and Worthington, Key Concepts in Crime Fiction (2011). 
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Yet Brown and Nicol diverge markedly in their use of genre form and in their views 
on the society they explore. Brown exaggerates generic conventions surrounding the 
detective in order to examine a society struggling with change. In his hybrid novel, Coldsleep 
Lullaby (2005), he complicates the generic structure to show how historical crimes infect 
society in the present day, and in Solace (2012), he examines that same society a few years 
later, describing grim realities but offering hope in the form of community and connection. 
Nicol subverts conventions to a greater degree than Brown, deliberately using them to 
provide a postmodern verfremdungseffekt which draws attention to his ideas, while at the 
same time he mimics, through form, features of the world he portrays. His hybrid novel, The 
Ibis Tapestry (1998), deals directly with the TRC and discusses among other things the 
provisional nature of truth and the difficulties involved in recovering and presenting it. Of 
Cops and Robbers (2013), like Solace, investigates contemporary South African society but 
offers no hope of reconciliation or restoration of order. It compares past and present crimes, 
shows them to be equally reprehensible and, through content and form, protests the wrongs of 
both eras. My novel, Present Tense, is a police procedural. Set in Cape Town, it features an 
older, white, male detective. It addresses the present-day consequences of apartheid-era 
crimes, notions of trust and betrayal, and the challenges for some white South Africans of 
coming to terms with living in postapartheid South Africa.  
These novels show how writers adapt generic tropes and conventions to comment on 
social issues, and how those tropes and conventions are affected by the society they 
represent. The novels depict a country still traumatised by a past which makes itself felt 
physically as well as psychically. At the same time, they show a dynamic, pulsating country 




This exegesis is divided into three chapters and a coda. In Chapter 1, I locate South African 
crime fiction historically and critically, and describe four key contextual forces bearing on 
the genre in South Africa. They deal with race and issues of whiteness, concerns about law 
and order, how postapartheid society affects the figure of the detective, and the challenges of 
representing social extremes. These issues inform and are woven through discussion of the 
novels of Brown (Chapter 2) and Nicol (Chapter 3), but do not dictate structure. Chapters 2 
and 3 open with a general introduction to the writer and his work and continue with a 
discussion of two novels by that writer. Each novel is considered under the headings ‘The 
structure’ and ‘The detective’, as well as issues pertinent to that novel alone. Finally, in a 
short coda, I comment on some of the ideas which shaped my novel, Present Tense.  
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Chapter 1: The Social and Critical Landscape 
This chapter contextualises crime fiction in South Africa. Its four sections cover an overview 
of social change in the country since 1994 and literature’s response; the development of 
crime fiction in South Africa; crime fiction criticism, and four key contextual issues that 
affect crime fiction writing in South Africa. 
 
South Africa after 1994 
Since 1994, South Africans have faced social, political and economic challenges in creating a 
just and humane postapartheid society. While the election of Nelson Mandela promised a 
free, equitable democracy, a quarter-century later the country still strives towards that goal, 
walking a line between achievement and disappointment. In some areas, life has improved,17 
but a sense of confusion and loss has grown as inequalities remain unaddressed, crime and 
corruption increase, and service delivery crumbles (Nattrass 233ff). Literary response has 
echoed this uncertain journey. In fiction, representative works range from the hopeful and 
magical in Zakes Mda’s Ways of Dying (1995) to the bleak and unsparing in J. M. Coetzee’s 
Disgrace (2000); from the loss of idealism in Damon Galgut’s The Good Doctor (2003) to 
the pain of being caught between old and new worlds in Eben Venter’s Wolf, Wolf (2013). 
Critics and scholars, too, have commented: for example, the title of Leon de Kock’s 2016 




17 By 2016, for example, the economy had grown by 85%; double the number of black Africans had found 
employment; formal housing had increased by 131%; more students were attending university, and the murder 
rate had halved, down from 68 to 34 per 100,000 citizens (Bostock).  
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The TRC was an experiment that fell short for many, and whose philosophical 
foundations and processes have been contested.18 Again, literature was drawn to this event as, 
for example, in Jane Taylor’s play Ubu and the Truth Commission (1998) and Antjie Krog’s 
Country of My Skull (1999). In terms of crime fiction, Shameem Black has argued that what 
she terms ‘truth commission thrillers’ critique the assumptions and operation of truth 
commissions, including the TRC. After examining real and imagined truth commissions from 
South Africa (Gillian Slovo’s Red Dust, 2000), the South Pacific (Alan Cumyn’s Burridge 
Unbound, 2000) and Ireland (David Park’s The Truth Commissioner, 2006), she concludes 
that truth commission thrillers can ‘suggest productive alternatives to the metanarratives of 
silence that have come to dominate critical thinking about the writing of catastrophe’ and hint 
at new ways in which these legacies of atrocity might become newly visible in a broader 
global arena (63). Black’s arguments are taken up again in Chapter 3, in the section on 
Nicol’s novel The Ibis Tapestry, which critiques the TRC’s assumptions about the nature of 
truth. 
The end of apartheid heralded South Africa’s emergence from isolation, politically 
and metaphorically, and its move into the wider world. South Africa had for some time 
constructed a national identity of exceptionalism, both within Africa and globally. Allying 
itself with Europe, it presented itself as a ‘good colony’ (Czada par. 1) and, in contrast to its 
African neighbours, as stable and economically strong. Then, in 1960, police opened fire on a 
group protesting in the Sharpeville township, killing 69 people. South Africa was expelled 
from the international community, condemned at the United Nations and excluded from the 
Olympics. In ideological terms, the nation folded in on itself, a situation exacerbated by 
 
18 For example, Antjie Krog argues that black and white participants approached the TRC with very different 
cultural expectations. Because of their underlying philosophy of ubuntu, black people assumed white people 
would repair and restore what they had destroyed, and this has not happened (‘Rethinking’ 11–34). And as 
Nattrass points out, while the TRC investigated human rights violations it did not investigate the structural 
violence of apartheid, which included racial classification, residential segregation, pass laws, forced removals 
and much more. Rape against women, too, went largely unexamined (232). 
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international sanctions and draconian internal censorship. Internally, the regime was opposed 
by an (often banned) anti-apartheid literature by both black and white writers, including the 
realist novels of Nadine Gordimer and André Brink, the black consciousness poetry of 
Abdullah Ibrahim (Dollar Brand), Adam Small, and Mafika Gwala, and the plays of Athol 
Fugard.19 Now, twenty-five years after the collapse of apartheid, South Africa is establishing 
a new, international, identity. It still grapples with its centuries-old history of racial 
oppression and violence, its continuing inequities (now generated by economics rather than 
law) and its crime rate. At the same time it is subject to forces facing the rest of the world, 
including the benefits of mobility of ideas, goods and people; and the same burdens, such as 
climate change, the rise of neo-liberalism, perceptions of increased threat and a desire for 
security.  
As apartheid recedes, these changes are increasingly reflected in literary concerns and 
styles which include, for example, a turning away from the binary black/white concerns of 
the past, and from nationalism and exceptionalism, towards freer forms of expression which 
often cross national and literary boundaries. Examples include Jonny Steinberg’s A Man of 
Good Hope (2014), which moves from Somalia to South Africa, and Lauren Beukes’s Zoo 
City (2010), which challenges genre boundaries to include aspects of crime, horror and 
speculative fiction.20 Literary events in South Africa increasingly include writers from all 
over Africa, as shown by year-on-year comparisons of programs at Cape Town’s Open Book 
 
19 Representative texts include, for example, Nadine Gordimer’s Burger’s Daughter (1979), Mafika Gwala’s 
Afrika at a Piece (On Heroes Day) (1982), and Athol Fugard, John Kani, and Winston Ntshona’s The Island 
(1973). 
20 Critics debate the theorising of these new literary movements. Frenkel and MacKenzie, for example, use the 
term ‘post-transitional’ literature to ‘suggest something of the character of this new wave of writing, which is 
often unfettered to the past in the way that much apartheid writing was, but may still reconsider it in new ways. 
Equally, it may ignore it altogether’ (2). Bethlehem critiques this temporal, politically-based view of literary 
development, and argues for a more open-ended approach which instead considers relations between planes of 
‘the governed’, for example between those privileged and those not (‘Towards’). While I understand the term 
‘post-transition’ is not intended as a bounded category, I agree with Bethlehem that such transitive labelling 
(like ‘postapartheid’) implies an end to a past which is never complete.  
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Festival. Writers like Bushra Al-Fadil, NoViolet Bulawayo and Afeefa Omar, some of whom 
are ‘born free’,21 bring to their work histories and experiences broader than the local 
landscape. They write in many modes and, by straddling the continent and the wider world, 
help erode the exceptionalism that once characterised much of South Africa’s thinking. 
 
Crime fiction in South Africa 
South African crime fiction has a long tradition of social comment, as demonstrated in 
Elizabeth le Roux’s publishing history of the local form. In it, Le Roux revives now-forgotten 
writers such as Ernest Glanville and Bertram Mitford, and discusses the three best-known 
apartheid-era crime writers – June Drummond, James McClure, and Wessel Ebersohn. She 
also makes genre claims for Herman Charles Bosman’s Unto Dust (1949) and Willemsdorp 
(1977)22 and, besides novels, takes into account short stories and crime pieces such as those 
published in the magazine Drum (Naidu and le Roux, A Survey 18–38).23  
During the apartheid era, South African crime writers used their work to critique 
apartheid, despite the threat of government reprisal. As Le Roux notes, books by Drummond, 
McClure and Ebersohn were all submitted to the censorship authorities (33). Drummond’s 
work, while liberal, is not strongly political, and her best-known book, The Black Unicorn 
(1959), takes place in the South African version of an English country house. McClure and 
Ebersohn, however, deal directly with the social structures of their time. Much of the pleasure 
in reading McClure stems from the way his protagonists, Tromp Kramer and Mickey Zondi, 
perform and subvert their stock characters of stolid Afrikaner policeman and subservient 
African sidekick, manipulating apartheid prejudices and strictures in their favour. Ebersohn, 
whose writing is more serious in tone than McClure, is more politically didactic. As Geoffrey 
 
21 That is, born after 1994. 
22 Willemsdorp was written before 1951 but published posthumously in 1977 (Le Roux, 28). 
23 Glanville wrote around 1900; Mitford from 1894–1899; Drummond from 1959–2011; McClure from 1971–
1991; and Wessel Ebersohn from 1979– . Drum, which started in 1950 and is still being published. 
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V. Davis notes, ‘in each novel [by Ebersohn] the investigation of a single case widens out 
into an analysis of “the condition of the nation itself”’ (‘The Advent’ 186). Ebersohn’s 
detective, Yudel Gordon, a Jewish psychiatrist, is conflicted because he is both of the regime 
– he works for the government – and against its inhumane practices. The point is that both 
McClure and Ebersohn position their detectives, as well as other narrative devices, against 
apartheid, and both use genre form to protest the regime. Apartheid-era crime fiction thus 
established a tradition of social protest which continues today, as we shall see in the novels 
discussed in this thesis. 
Except for the contributors to Drum, all of these earlier writers are white, and 
represent white experience and identity. Over the last twenty years, however, this has slowly 
changed to include more voices of colour and more experiences from black lives, ranging 
from the township life described by Sfiso Mzobe to the urban, racy chick-lit of Angela 
Makholwa and H. J. Golokai. Despite this shift, most current crime writers are still white and 
middle-class, and write in English or Afrikaans; and most readers are white and middle class 
as well. English and Afrikaans are only two of South Africa’s eleven official languages, and 
whites make up only 10% of the country’s population. While Africa as a whole has a thriving 
crime fiction culture,24 at the time of writing the only well-known South African crime fiction 
writer in an African language is the late Meshack Masondo, who wrote in Zulu.25 I will return 
to this issue later in this chapter, in the section ‘Race, and the issue of whiteness’. 
Postapartheid crime fiction began to flourish from the mid 1990s when Deon Meyer 
produced his first Afrikaans-language, locally oriented thrillers Feniks (1996) and Orion 
 
24 For example, in 2008 the 9th International Janheinz Jahn Symposium on African Literatures at Johannes 
Gutenberg University in Mainz was devoted to African crime fiction. The symposium, titled Beyond “Murder 
by Magic”: Investigating African Crime Fiction, included writers in seven languages and contributions ranged 
from general national overviews to close readings (Oed and Matzke).  
25 The only other crime writing in an African language occurred during the latter years of apartheid when 22 
stories, of which 12 were short stories, were written in the minority language Sapedi, but these ceased during the 
1990s (Mojalefa and Magapa). 
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(1998).26 Other representative writers behind this thrust include Mike Nicol, Andrew Brown, 
Margie Orford, Roger Smith, Lauren Beukes, Karin Brynard, Diale Thlolwe, H. J. Golokai, 
Jassy Mackenzie and Sarah Lotz. All explore contemporary social and political issues. For 
example, in Plaasmoord (2009), Karin Brynard examines injustices regarding land ownership 
through a farm murder.27 Margie Orford – for example in Daddy’s Girl (2009) – draws 
attention to ‘a relentless climate of violence against women and children and the oppression 
of the poor’(Fletcher 196), and Deon Meyer uses crime fiction to promote a liberal Afrikaner 
culture. Brown and Nicol, considered in detail in Chapters 2 and 3, also examine issues of 
morality. Whereas Brown delivers moral lessons through the individual journey of his police 
detective, Nicol presents an ensemble, a cross-section of  a society so damaged that 
materialism and power trump any attempt at moral redemption. 
 
Crime fiction criticism 
As mentioned in the Introduction, crime fiction criticism can be traced back to the early 
twentieth century and its development reflects theoretical and philosophical trends.  
In her essay ‘Criticism and Theory’ (2010), Pyrhönen divides crime fiction criticism 
in the 20th century into four historical phases. The first phase, from the mid-1920s until the 
1950s, is not academic, is concerned with questions about the value of the genre and 
concentrates mainly on plot, narrative structure and game-like technique. The second phase, 
emerging in the late 1960s, places analysis within a distinct theoretical framework and 
includes structuralist studies of narrative form and generic features. In the third phase, which 
developed in the 1970s and 80s, critics focus more broadly on function and ideology; and in 
the fourth phase, in the 1980s-1990s, critical studies were informed by emergent feminist, 
 
26 Feniks was published in English as Dead before Dying (1999); Orion as Dead Before Daybreak (2000). 
27 Plaasmoord was published in English as Weeping Waters (2014). 
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multicultural and postcolonial work which ‘meets head-on bitter racial, ethnic, class and 
gender conflicts without providing easy answers’ (48). Pyrhönen’s review ends there, but a 
study of criticism into the 21st century shows an extension of investigation into themes such 
as national and personal identity, race, class and sexuality.28 Today, critical discourse in the 
field also covers ethics, strategies of reading, psychoanalysis, feminism and, increasingly, 
regionalism.29 
 
In South Africa, critical interest is relatively recent, but enthusiastic. Two critics, Sam Naidu 
and Leon de Kock, dominate extended comment on the genre and their ideas have proven 
invaluable to this study. Naidu has been most involved with mapping critical discussion of 
local crime fiction. In 2013 she edited a special edition of Current Writing: Text and 
Reception in Southern Africa, in which she offered a critical introduction to crime fiction, 
listing landmark articles and arguing strongly for crime fiction’s ability to address social 
issues. In 2017, with Elizabeth le Roux, she published A Survey of South African Crime 
Fiction, which historicises and theorises many aspects of the genre, such as its capacity for 
interrogating social issues including, for example, gender issues and ecocritical discourse. 
One of Naidu and Le Roux’s key propositions is that local conditions have led to a 
specifically South African detective, the ‘anti-detective’. I find the notion problematic and 
will consider it later in this chapter and again in my discussions of Brown and Nicol’s work. 
De Kock has been the genre’s most prolific commentator. He investigates the way 
crime fiction represents South Africa’s attempts to come to terms with issues of transition, 
 
28 For example, Wiley-Blackwell’s A Companion to Crime Fiction (2010) features articles on feminist crime 
fiction, ethnic postcolonial crime fiction, and African-American crime fiction.  
29 Worthington, in Key Concepts in Crime Fiction (2011), discusses examples of critical approaches to these 
areas, referring among others to theories on reading culture by Barthes; psychoanalytic criticism of Poe’s The 
Purloined Letter (1844); cultural materialism in Val McDermid’s The Mermaids Singing (1995), and feminist 
and queer readings of Stella Duffy’s Saz Martin series (1994-2005). The rise of regionalism, that is, a focus on 




and the function of genre form in doing so. His contributions include reviews, academic 
articles, and a book, Losing the Plot (2016), in which he thematically maps South African 
writing after 1994. Here, De Kock examines specific works to determine ‘certain through-
lines that characterise postapartheid writing’, and ‘singles out crime fiction and literary 
nonfiction as preeminent examples of postapartheid literature that problematise and ironise 
the notion of transition’ (Naidu, ‘Crime, Reality’ 135). I agree with this view, though not 
with all of De Kock’s other ideas. They are, however, consistently stimulating and where 
relevant are taken up in this study, particularly in his assessment of Nicol’s Of Cops and 
Robbers.  
Many other local commentators have influenced this study,30 and other views on 
issues relevant to the genre and its context have been considered where appropriate. For 
convenience, local discussion directly pertaining to the genre may be collated into some 
general themes. The themes overlap and are by no means definitive, and they are listed here 
merely to give an idea of what has occupied scholarly attention. They centre on: the social 
value of the genre;31 the place of crime fiction in postapartheid literature;32 the history of 
crime fiction publication and the genre’s reception;33 genre form and boundaries, and the 
relationship of crime fiction and true crime;34 the functions of South African crime fiction;35 
and Cape Town as a setting for crime fiction.36 All these topics have contributed to or are 
woven into my theoretical argument. 
 
30 More broadly, for example, the ideas of Louise Bethlehem and Meg Samuelson have proved important to the 
development of this thesis.  
31 Discussed by De Kock (2102), Naidu (2013), Gilfillan (2011), Chetty (2012) and Titlestad and Polatinsky 
(2010). 
32 Discussed by De Kock (2016), Barnard (2012) and Bethlehem (2016). 
33 Discussed by Le Roux (2013). 
34 Discussed by Naidu and Le Roux (2017), De Kock (2016), Twidle (2012), and Klopper (2013). 
35 Discussed by De Kock (2014, 2016), Naidu (2013), Koovadia (2012), Davis (2017), Warnes (2012) and 
Comaroff and Comaroff (2004, 2006). 
36 Discussed by Drawe (2013) and Samuelson (2014). 
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In the following section I consider in more detail four contextual issues bearing on 
South African society, and which pose particular challenges for crime fiction. They are: race 
and the issue of whiteness; law and order; how postapartheid society affects the figure of the 
detective, and the challenges of representing a society characterised by extremes. 
 
Four contextual issues bearing on crime fiction  
The issues examined below are by no means the only forces influencing crime fiction in 
South Africa (transnationality, for example, notions of transition and responses to global 
forces also affect the genre), but they are particularly important because they are central to 
South African society and affect all novels studied here, as well as most local crime fiction. 
Other issues are raised as they pertain to particular novels in the chapters that follow. 
 
Race, and the issue of whiteness  
In South Africa, racial differences are complicated by gender, history and intra-racial ‘tribes’, 
as well as class, economics and education. As Samantha Vice points out, race ‘is the 
unacknowledged elephant in the room that affects pretty much everything’ (324), and in this 
section I touch on just one aspect, the issue of whiteness, as it relates to South African crime 
fiction.  
While racial groups in South Africa are increasingly blending, racial divisions 
continue, including a racial divide usefully approached through the concept of whiteness. 
Whiteness involves a form of race-thinking that presents dominant Caucasian, European- and 
America-centric systems and values as the centre of what is right and normal. It racialises and 
marginalises those who do not fit this paradigm and presents them as problematic ‘others’.37 
 
37 For more detailed definitions and discussion of whiteness, generally and in South Africa, see Vron Ware’s 
Out of Whiteness (2002) and Beyond the Pale (1992). 
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In South Africa, advantaged by their economic strength and their ties to Europe and America, 
whites still wield considerable power. In addition, white beneficiaries of apartheid seem to 
have ‘sort of got away with it’ (Rose par. 3), ‘it’ being apartheid-era crimes, collusion and 
social blindness. This has engendered disquiet in black groups who see little improvement in 
their social, cultural and economic lives, while racist structures and systems continue. Their 
disquiet has been expressed in indirect and direct protests, such as the #Feesmustfall and 
#Rhodesmustfall student movements from 2015.38 On their side, South African whites are 
undergoing ‘one of the most profound collective psychological adjustments happening in the 
contemporary world’ (Garman 2, quoting Steyn). Though financially strong, they are no 
longer at the centre of political and social power, but are instead a minority in a country that 
is increasingly aligning itself with the rest of Africa. Consequently, white South Africans face 
a crisis of identity centred on where they belong in the new order, and how to approach this.39 
How does crime fiction respond to racial issues, and to whiteness? As mentioned, 
most crime writers are white and write in English and Afrikaans, and although most of them 
– certainly leading writers such as Meyer, Nicol, Brown and Orford – approach issues of race 
from a liberal-humanist perspective, their base is naturally exclusionary. As with other post-
1994 literature, South African crime fiction has broadened its focus and the genre today 
‘complicates, or ignores, apartheid-era racial categories’ (Frenkel and MacKenzie 2). Crime 
writers avoid racial stereotyping by drawing black characters sensitively, and by writing 
‘rainbow’ characters, including black heroes and villains.40 Racial issues are sometimes 
coded: for example, the conventional ‘marginality’ of detectives may be portrayed by racial 
 
38 These protests have been widely reported, for example in the Mail and Guardian mg.co.za/article/2016-10-
10-feesmustfall-history-of-south-african-student-protests-reflects-inequalitys-grip ; and in The Guardian 
www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2016/mar/16/the-real-meaning-of-rhodes-must-fall . 
39 Vice, Steyn, Cope and Garman, for example, explore the issue of whites coming to terms with the new South 
Africa. 
40 The multicultural police team has become a feature of South African crime writing. See, for example, Deon 
Meyer, Michele Rowe, Andrew Brown, and also my novel Present Tense.  
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and cultural origins as well as personal failings. Brown’s detective, Eberard Februarie, is 
mixed-race, as is Madeline Rowe’s Persy Jonas. Both these detectives suffer because they are 
neither black nor white (and Persy because she is a woman). Meyer’s Benny Griessel is 
white, but his Afrikaans identity defines him; and both he and Present Tense’s English-
speaking detective, Schalk Lourens, experience ‘white guilt’ about their apartheid pasts and 
try to find a way of belonging in the new scheme of things. While ethnicity has been used 
elsewhere as an estrangement device (one obvious example is Walter Mosley’s detective, 
Easy Rawlins), in South Africa this feature is linked to the survival of past fractures. 
Black South African writers are, however, increasingly producing crime fiction, and 
the critic J. L. Powers suggests a distinction between their work and that of white writers of 
South African crime fiction in English. She claims white writers ‘embody the classic 
“detective” novel while black writers spin tales of crime and intrigue from the criminal 
perspective’ (33); and she cites Sifiso Mzobe, Niq Mhlongo, K. Sello Duiker and Masande 
Ntshanga as examples. Powers draws on a quote by Ntshanga to suggest a dichotomy 
‘between an empowered side, “backed by the state, and … certain of its rightful place in 
society”, and another side that “speaks more to uncertainty, deprivation and exclusion, all of 
which aren’t rare features in the black South African experience”’ (33). Although this may be 
true for some writers, other black writers, such as Angela Makholwa, H. J. Golokai and Diale 
Tlholwe, offer black experiences from the middle class that do not fit this theory.  
Still, it raises the question of whether crime fiction is an essentially ‘white’ form, 
viewing the world from a privileged white perspective. 41 Certainly, the genre has been used 
to communicate imperialist, privileged ideologies, and still does: Stephen Knight, for 
example, notes the self-confidence of TV shows such as Law and Order and C.S.I, whose 
 
41 Maureen Reddy, for example, argues that crime fiction, particularly the hard-boiled and police procedural 
sub-genres, are coded towards a ‘white’ world view. 
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protagonists ‘impose order on the deranged, unstable perpetrators, who are socially and all 
too often nationally foreign to the body of American order’ (‘Crimes Domestic’ 18). In the 
same essay, however, Knight describes the movement from colonial to postcolonial and 
resistant crime fiction in Australia and elsewhere, noting that ‘crime fiction is an early, often 
the first, voice to respond to new social and cultural encounters generated by the colonial 
situation’ (25). His argument applies to South Africa. Crime fiction achieves these ‘first 
responses’ through its technical elasticity which enables the manipulation of conventions 
such as the morally ambiguous closure, the ethnicity and nature of the detective, and the use 
of place to respond to social issues.  
All the novels studied here employ these devices. Brown, for example, emphasises 
racial dilemmas through his mixed-race detective, caught between the white-dominated old 
world and the black-dominated new. Nicol examines white attitudes in a changing culture 
through the characterisation of both murder victim and detective in The Ibis Tapestry, and 
Present Tense explores the dislocation felt by whites at their loss of power and status.  
 
Law and order 
In the introduction to this thesis, I argued that crime fiction speaks to fears of public and 
private injury. How then does the genre operate in South Africa, where these fears are 
constantly and violently being realised? South Africa’s crime rate is astounding. From April 
2016 to March 2017, 52 South Africans were murdered every day, 109 reported being raped 
(sexual assaults are notoriously under-reported), and 426 were physically assaulted.42 In 
terms of homicide, in 2016 the World Health Organisation ranked South Africa the ninth 
most violent country in the world and the second most violent in Africa, after Lesotho.43  
 
42 Source: africacheck.org/factsheets/south-africas-crime-statistics-201617/ . 




Although a preoccupation with crime is sometimes dismissed as ‘white talk’,44 fear of 
crime is ubiquitous, as evinced by (in affluent areas) car-guards, secure-entry shops, and 
armed and gated properties. The situation is exacerbated by a lack of trust in the police, who 
are often considered impotent and who have been involved in crime at all levels, from 
supporting political fraud to shooting dead 34 striking miners at Marikana in 2012.45 Jonny 
Steinberg notes, ‘The most important precondition for policing in a democratic society is the 
consent of the general population to be policed’ (Thin Blue 20) and it appears that, in large 
sections of the population, this consent does not exist. When they can afford it, people 
outsource protection to private security firms and when they cannot, as in many townships, 
the community polices its own. As a consequence punishment becomes arbitrary, and 
divisions between haves and have-nots even more fraught as the most disadvantaged turn to 
crime to survive. Arching over all this is a perceived breakdown in governance at every level, 
from tax-theft by local councils to brazen appropriation of state assets by senior politicians 
and bureaucrats.46 
In such a traumatised society, should crime fiction be written at all? After the 
shootings at Marikana, Margie Orford, one of South Africa’s most successful crime writers, 
gave up writing crime novels entirely. She said, ‘I am at a loss as to how to engage 
fictionally, in an ethical manner, with the incomprehensible complexity of violence of South 
Africa’ (Davis 12). Nicol, too, has commented, ‘some critics say we shouldn’t be doing this 
when the country is so crime-ridden’ (Davis 11). Nicol, like others, continues to write, 
confronting representational challenges in narrative and characterisation; but Orford’s point 
 
44 Steyn, for example, suggests that white talk involves perceived confirmation of ‘black’ incompetence and 
corruption and includes, among other themes, those of crime and violence (131). 
45 In 2014, an audit found that 1,448 police officers, of all ranks, were convicted criminals. On the other hand, 
being a police officer in South Africa is a thankless and dangerous task and, in the financial year 2016–2017, 57 
police officers were killed in South Africa. Sources: africacheck.org/reports/south-africas-criminal-cops-is-the-
rot-far-worse-than-we-have-been-told/ ;www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/News/57-police-officers-killed-during-
the-20162017-financial-year-saps-20170328 . 
46 The online news source, Daily Maverick, for example, publishes ongoing accounts of government corruption 
and state capture: www.dailymaverick.co.za . 
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is well made. The ethics of writing crime fiction in a social landscape as complicated as that 
of South Africa are beyond the scope of this study, but the issue Orford broaches raises 
questions about how crime fiction represents crime within it, and how the genre functions in 
South Africa.  
It seems logical that crime fiction would speak directly to crime in South Africa. 
However, the relationship of crime fiction to real-life crime is ambiguous, in terms of both 
how it is written and how it is read. Fictional crimes have to do with fantasy, not real life. 
Crime fiction prefers exciting crimes to ordinary ones. It prefers murder to property crime, 
and it prefers the expansion of a single crime into a larger conspiracy, as is often shown in 
hard-boiled and noir fiction. Real-life crime for the most part is banal and sordid, and without 
‘shape’ in the sense of artistic form that normally frames a crime novel. Crime writers thus 
approach real-life crime tangentially. While their central crimes may be based on actual 
events, they more often use real-life crime as a sub-plot or template for a more intriguing 
crime, and Brown’s Solace, Nicol’s Of Cops and Robbers, and Present Tense all use real-life 
crime in this way. Readers’ responses too, are contradictory: they read both for the realism of 
crime fiction and for the closure and escapism it offers.47 Thus, in a genre which has since the 
1950s become famous for its realism, crime fiction in fact abstracts itself from real life.  
South African critics are divided about how crime fiction functions in that country. 
Imraan Coovadia suggests the genre exploits South Africans’ anxieties about crime (Chetty 
10), while Christopher Warnes states that it has the ‘capacity to negotiate the threat [of 
crime]’ (981). Louise Bethlehem argues that, ‘partly serving as an index of social disorder in 
South Africa, and partly as the arena where this disorder is worked through in fictional form, 
 
47 This is in addition to the comparative reading described in the Introduction. One of the reader’s tasks is to 
make sense of the real and the not-real: Scaggs, discussing hard-boiled fiction, argues that just as the private eye 
seeks to make sense of a fragmented and seemingly unintelligible world by understanding its connections, so 
reading crime fiction becomes a similar quest for meaning, a form of detection often related to ideology. Scaggs 
argues that hard-boiled novels are thus ‘writerly’ texts (74). 
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crime fiction tacitly offers the prospect of redress – however remote’ (‘Continuity’ 2). My 
views accord most closely with Bethlehem and also with Evans, who argues that crime 
fiction deals with perceptions of crime and broader fears about civic disorder, namely, ‘the 
public imagination about crime: our fears and our terrors about the dreadful acts that might be 
committed, both against us as individuals and against the social world in which we live’ 
(Evans 7). To take Evans’ point further: crime fiction’s interrogation of South African society 
goes to a broader and more abstract sense of social dysfunction – fracture’ as Evans has it – 
than a direct relationship with everyday crime. This is demonstrated in varying degrees in all 
the novels studied here including for example, in Brown’s call for connection as a way of 
healing these fractures; in Nicol’s dystopian account of a society descended into self-interest 
and greed, and in Present Tense, where crime, and the fear of crime, infects every level of 
society.  
 
The postapartheid detective 
The unstable nature of South African law and order, together with corruption, racial issues 
and crumbling infrastructure, significantly affects the central figure of crime fiction, the 
detective. To discuss this, I will focus on a theory proposed by Naidu and Le Roux, that 
conditions in South Africa have produced what they term the ‘postapartheid anti-detective’, a 
dysfunctional figure characterised by a critical loss of agency.  
Naidu and Le Roux argue that, from the mid 20th century, crime fiction in general 
began to employ postmodern sensibilities. It moved from a world governed by reason, where 
mysteries had satisfying solutions, to ‘negative hermeneutics’: that is, to dealing with crime 
in a world that was much less stable, and much less able to be neatly returned to order. They 
explain that in the postmodernist anti-detective novel ‘the quest for knowledge is doomed to 
failure’, and there is a tendency to focus on ontology and ‘not on the problematics of 
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knowledge (as in the epistemological field) but on world-making’ (47, drawing on Laura 
Marcus48). This gives rise to the anti-detective novel, where the detective’s reasoning does 
not triumph.49 Writers of the anti-detective novel critique not only the genre form but also 
society. In such novels, there is a ‘shift from the detection of a crime to social analysis and 
another ontological focus – the “hidden nature” of society’ (49).  
Naidu and Le Roux contend that the ratiocinative crime novel, which depends on 
logical reasoning, depends in turn on a society with a longstanding and stable law and order 
system. They argue: 
This is mainly because the social order, which is reinstated after the process of logical 
reasoning is complete and the individual crime is solved in crime fiction depicting 
social settings of long-standing, stable democracies, does not exist [in South Africa] 
and never has. (15) 
 
In a country without a stable social order, ratiocination cannot function and investigation 
stops at the point of abduction. Abduction is best described as an intuitive guess; that is, the 
key inference on which deduction and induction hang and which begins the hermeneutic 
process. The detective is affected by this to the point of cognitive disorder and morphs into 
the figure of the anti-detective. Anti-detectives are diametrically opposed to the Holmesian 
model, exhibiting instead ‘social ineptness, emotional stiltedness and disastrous detection 
method[s]’ (41). According to Naidu and Le Roux, ‘[t]hey ask many questions about a 
specific crime, about crime in general, about contemporary South African society and its 
many challenges, without necessarily providing neat answers’ (53, 54).  
This argument, however, is problematic on several levels. For one thing (and as Naidu 
and Le Roux point out) while the notion of an anti-detective captures the insecurity of being a 
citizen in an unknowable society, detection by abduction is not unique to South Africa. Some 
 
48 The text referred to is Marcus, Laura. ‘Detection and Literary Fiction’, 2003, pp. 245–67.  
49 Scaggs similarly argues that the anti-detective story, which he too strongly links to postmodernism, 
‘undermines any assumption regarding the adequacy of reason itself’ (139). 
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South African crime novels can indeed be classed as ‘anti-detective’,50 but protagonists all 
over the world, even in stable countries, fall into this category. For example, Hakan Nesser’s 
Swedish inspector, Van Veeteren, works intuitively, as does Fred Vargas’s French detective, 
Jean-Baptiste Adamsberg. Social awkwardness, too, is a quality found in many 
characterisations of the detective. Both Lisbeth Salander in The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo 
(2005), and Saga Norén in the TV series The Bridge (2011-2018) may be described as 
emotionally and socially inept. Also, while many South African detectives exhibit social 
dysfunction, few are disastrous investigators and many solve crimes by reason. Meyer’s 
Benny Griessel, cited by Naidu and Le Roux as an illustration of the anti-detective, is an 
excellent though troubled operator. And Brown’s Eberard Februarie (who is considered in 
more detail in Chapter 2) overcomes his many deficiencies to think through and solve crimes, 
if not restore society. 
The anti-detective is also misleading as a concept. More often than not, an anti-
detective does not remain an anti-detective either for the duration of a single novel or serially, 
across a number of novels. The purpose of the questions posed by the detective is to have the 
detective learn and, often, by the end of the story, discover something about themselves and 
how they relate to the rest of society. Meyer’s Bennie Griessel develops an understanding of 
himself and his relationships as Meyer’s series advances, even if he does regress from time to 
time. In this way detectives stand in for us, the reader, and help us ask questions about and 
locate our own identities in the societies we inhabit.  
There is one more point to be made about the detective in South African crime fiction, 
and the idea comes from Arlene A. Teraoka’s 2009 essay on crime fiction in Germany. 
Teraoka notes the slow growth of crime novels in post-war Germany, particularly in 
 
50 Michiel Heyns’ impressive Lost Ground (2011) exemplifies the form. Here an expatriate South African, 
investigating his cousin’s murder, misreads clues and fails to solve the crime. Heyns cleverly subverts crime 




depicting a strong detective. She describes the hard-boiled private eye as one who 
‘champions the struggle of the individual against a corrupt society; yet his violent rebellion 
contains fascistic potential, a sadistic and destructive impulse that manifests itself in his 
trademark racist, misogynist, and homophobic attitudes’ (116). Teraoka argues that the 
cultural and ideological climate of post-war Germany was not conducive to the notion of 
such a hero, both because of Germanic respect for state authority and because of the 
country’s shame at its recent past. Given this, might not the characteristics of Naidu and Le 
Roux’s anti-detective be described as illustrating an unwillingness by South African crime 
writers to depict protagonists who demonstrate characteristics of the hard-boiled private eye 
as described above, and which were also typical of operatives in the apartheid regime? This 
idea, which speaks to the lack of agency of many South African detectives, is explored 
further in my discussion of Brown’s Solace, Nicol’s Of Cops and Robbers and Present Tense. 
 
The challenge of representing social extremes 
In South Africa, writers of crime fiction face the challenge of engaging with the sensational 
aspects of a country where daily events, including crimes, are more dramatic and implausible 
than fiction, and where life sometimes verges on the surreal. Christopher Hope, for example, 
encapsulates South African history as: ‘weird was where we began from, and what started out 
as crazy often became the new normal’ (4). This applies to crime, as evinced in recent, 
random news reports such as: an accused witch being burned to death; men jailed for killing 
women and eating body parts; protesters setting post offices alight; killings in a gang war 
within a local prison; a double murder inside a court of law, and a lengthy inquiry into  








How should writers represent this world? Hedley Twidle’s 2012 paper, ‘In a Country 
Where You Couldn’t Make This Shit Up?: Literary Non-Fiction in South Africa’, makes the 
case that in a country whose realities are so sensational, fiction loses its grip. Twidle quotes 
the poet Antjie Krog: ‘In a place of such enforced apartness and ongoing inequality, it is 
precisely the limit, the refusal of imagination imposed on non-fiction which draws her: “I 
want to suggest that at this stage imagination for me is overrated”’ (5). Twidle argues that the 
literary novel fails to ‘capture’ South Africa, that non-fiction does a better job of writing 
about contemporary South Africa than fiction, and that literary novels should be cross-read, 
that is, read alongside other forms of literature and alongside other art forms. De Kock makes 
a similar point. Discussing Jonny Steinberg’s non-fiction The Number (2004), he says, 
‘[Steinberg’s] mission as a discoverer of deep stories, excavated with due regard for both 
their surface feel and their below-the-radar complexity, gives his work an edge over writing 
that is merely imagined or made up’ (Losing the Plot 22).   
Steinberg’s work, and that of other non-fiction writers – Antony Altbeker, for 
example – is complex and compelling, but it is not possible to make a simple binary divide 
between fiction and non-fiction, and neither Twidle nor De Kock mention the porosity of 
literary boundaries.52 Writers of literary non-fiction and true crime do more than simply 
report events. In Steinberg’s works, such as The Number (2004) and A Man of Good Hope 
(2014), the narrator’s internal musing on his responsibility as a privileged South African 
supplies a memoir-like ‘literary’ narrative parallel to the real-life story he tells. Crime fiction 






52 Here De Kock seems to contradict an earlier viewpoint. In a 2015 essay, he states, ‘fiction and non-fiction 




colour. Gillian Slovo’s Red Dust (2000) is set in the time of, and is about, the TRC; Karin 
Brynard’s Plaasmoord (2014) concerns a farm murder, a crime prevalent in South Africa 
today, and Nicol uses the same technique to great effect in Of Cops and Robbers. Of course, 
sensational crime has always caught the imagination of novelists, and crime writers all over 
the world base their work on, or make use of, actual events.53 In South Africa, fictionalising 
real-life sensationalism avoids the need of trying to outdo it. I would therefore add to 
Twidle’s assertion that not only should ‘literary novels’ be cross-read with non-fiction in 
order to ‘capture’ South Africa; they can also be, and are, cross-written to achieve that end. 
Cross-writing may also be defined as blurring boundaries and, in South Africa, the 
blurring or dissolving of boundaries between art forms has been a topic of critical discussion. 
Noting the general disillusion with South Africa’s democratic experiment, Sandra Klopper 
argues that because of: 
the gradual loss of faith in a government served by corrupt officials, [artists] have 
resorted to blurring and even shattering the boundaries between long-established 
artistic genres in an urgent effort to voice the distress of a nation that is at risk of 
losing its commitment to the values that shaped the Mandela era. (129) 
 
This needs further consideration. First, it is difficult to understand why social disillusion 
would cause artists to blur boundaries, and Klopper may be exhibiting the need felt by critics 
for postapartheid art to continue the politically resistant role of art produced during the 
apartheid era. Second, breaking boundaries between genres or art forms is not particular to 
South Africa: all over the world, writers mesh traditional crime fiction with other genres, or 
bend the rules. Ben Aaronovitch’s urban fantasy police procedural, Rivers of London (2011), 
 
53 Lou Berney’s November Road (2018), for example, offers a scenario based on the assassination of John F. 
Kennedy, and Jane Harper’s Force of Nature (2017) references the Australian serial killer Ivan Milat. 
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comes to mind; or in Australia, Dorothy Porter’s Monkey’s Mask (2001), a hard-boiled 40s-
style noir piece entirely in free verse. 
Yet South African artists are adventurous in crossing boundaries, saturating their 
work with hyperbole and emotion in an attempt to represent the extremities of everyday life. 
Examples include, in music and videos, the band Die Antwoord; in films, District 9 (2009), 
and in visual art, aspects of William Kentridge’s work. Kentridge himself, in a 2019 
interview, suggested this attitude might spring from South Africa’s isolation and its lack of a 
grand tradition in the European sense. In crime fiction, Beukes’s Zoo City (2010) combines 
comic-book action with crime, horror and speculative fiction, while Angela Makholwa’s Red 
Ink (2007) brings together chick-lit, gruesome violence and amateur detection. Their cross-
boundary experiments go further, and are more audacious, than many counterparts in other 
countries. Zoo City’s climax, for example, involves animal familiars, pop stars and a 
crocodile-infested swimming pool. Mike Nicol’s work, too, involves extreme boundary-
crossing and genre subversion. Brown’s novels are more sedate in their approach to genre, as 
is Present Tense. All the writers studied here infuse their work with actual events. Whereas 
Brown, in both Coldsleep Lullaby and Solace, details the real-life horrors of police 
experience, Nicol’s Of Cops and Robbers and my novel Present Tense intertwine crime 
fiction with historical crimes. 
 
These and other social issues inform and are woven into my discussion of novels by Andrew 
Brown and Mike Nicol, in Chapters 2 and 3 respectively. I chose to focus on Brown and 
Nicol because, while they have much in common, their styles, concerns and world-views 
differ markedly. They are thus useful subjects for investigating ways in which genre form 
may be adapted to construct meaning. Where Brown examines what it means to live in South 
Africa today, Nicol reflects on what being South African means. And though Nicol’s novels 
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are faster-paced, showier, funnier and more intellectually self-conscious than Brown’s, his 
world-view is bleaker. Where Brown shows how connection leads to redemption and healing, 
Nicol presents a corrupt, venal society without connection, and with no possibility of 
redemption.  
As mentioned previously, Chapters 2 and 3 open with a general introduction to each 
writer and his work, and continue with a discussion of two of their novels. Each novel is 
examined under the headings ‘The structure’ and ‘The detective’, as well as issues pertinent 




Chapter 2: Andrew Brown 
In the two novels under discussion, Coldsleep Lullaby (2005) and Solace (2012), Andrew 
Brown uses the crime genre to comment on the effect of the past on contemporary society, on 
issues of identity and belonging, and on broader questions of community. While Coldsleep 
Lullaby looks inward, focusing on the damaging legacies of colonial oppression, Solace, 
published seven years later, shows South Africa emerging into the international world and 
subject to transnational forces. Through the journey of his policeman-detective in the two 
novels, Brown offers hope in the form of a strong message about the need for connection on 
individual, national and international levels. 
Brown has direct experience of policing, on both sides of the law. During the 
apartheid era, he was jailed by the police for anti-government activities, but he has been a 
reservist sergeant in the South African Police Service since 1999. He has written two books 
of non-fiction about his experiences, Street Blues (2008) and Good Cop, Bad Cop (2016). 
This situates him in a tradition of crime writers such as Joseph Wambaugh and Michele 
Guittari, who bring their experience on the force to the page. Like them, Brown writes police 
novels, using their conventions to probe particularly South African concerns. 
Brown has published five novels. Three – Inyenzi (2000), Refuge (2009) and Devil’s 
Harvest (2014) – are considered literary rather than genre fiction. Coldsleep Lullaby crosses 
genre boundaries, and Solace is a conventional police procedural. The books have been well 
received, with Coldsleep Lullaby winning the Sunday Times Fiction Prize. 
The literary novels – Inyenzi, Refuge and Devil’s Harvest – are worth commenting on 
briefly because they illustrate Brown’s use of structure and character to examine moral 
issues. In each, a human drama plays out against a larger political crisis in which a vulnerable 
group is threatened by the more privileged and powerful. In each case, a man who is socially 
influential but personally lost, and initially distanced from that crisis, is forced to confront it 
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and is changed for the better. Inyenzi, for example is set during the 1994 Rwandan genocide. 
Melchior, a Hutu priest, falls in love with Selena, a Tutsi woman. He sacrifices himself for 
Selena, who escapes and later testifies against the war criminals. In Refuge, Paul, a middle-
aged white lawyer, is bored with his privileged but sterile life. He becomes infatuated with a 
beautiful Nigerian sex-worker, Abayomi, through whom he is drawn into the suffering of 
refugees in South Africa. By the end of the book Paul has forsaken his big city firm to set up 
a small, philanthropic practice. And in Devil’s Harvest, a dissatisfied and cuckolded British 
academic, Gabriel Cockburn, goes to the Sudan where he sees first-hand the effects of the 
international arms trade. His experiences lead him to expose the duplicity of government 
forces and to find new meaning in his own existence. 
In each book the agent of change is a committed woman. Selena in Inyenzi is the 
driving force in the relationship with Melchior. In Refuge, Abayomi opens Paul’s eyes to the 
plight of refugees, and in Devil’s Harvest, Gabriel Cockburn is literally guided by Alek, a 
Sudanese woman who leads him to her village to have him record atrocities visited upon it. 
While these women are politically and socially vulnerable, they are emotionally powerful. 
Their function is to open the eyes of the protagonist to the plight of the less fortunate, and 
guide him into action. 
The novels are similar in that all have a double structure. Each consists of two 
separate narratives, presented in alternating sections which come together at the end. In each, 
a man adrift in a society which is undergoing or recovering from trauma, suffers a crisis of 
identity. Each man gains a sense of purpose and belonging through connecting with and 
supporting people who are persecuted and/or lack social or political power, such as refugees. 
The simple structures, together with what one critic calls the ‘rather schoolmasterly, 
omniscient narrative voice’ (Fasselt 140), combine to give these novels a strongly didactic 
tone. The unambiguous, sometimes simplistic, message is clear: a fulfilled life is only 
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possible if privilege is used to help those less fortunate. Brown’s literary novels thus offer a 
liberal template for living.  
In Coldsleep Lullaby and Solace, Brown’s focus turns to South Africa’s political and 
social situation, and the theme of a man in crisis is anchored in the figure of a police detective 
whose struggle to find himself in a difficult society embodies national issues. In both novels, 
Brown manipulates genre form to make meaning. Coldsleep Lullaby features the double 
structure, but adopts a more complex form than the literary novels. In Solace, Brown 
abandons the double structure altogether to produce a conventional crime novel. Together the 
two novels trace a path of crime and consequence from the earliest colonial times to the 
present day, and offer hope in the form of human connection. 
 
Coldsleep Lullaby (2005) 
Coldsleep Lullaby addresses racial and sexual crime, but goes beyond the scope of a 
conventional crime novel. The crimes involved are investigated not only forwards, from the 
point of discovery of an individual murder but also backwards, historically, to expose their 
social origins. This allows Brown to show how the imposed, unnatural forces of colonialism 
and its extreme social formation, apartheid, have poisoned racial and gendered power 
structures – and have dislocated identity – in South Africa today.  
Brown flags his intentions in his epigraph, an extract from the famous Afrikaans epic 
Raka (1941), by N. P. van Wyk Louw. Raka concerns an innocent tribe’s struggle against the 
invading force of Raka, a half-man, half-ape that conquers and debases the tribe. Raka 
seduces the tribe, who subjugate themselves to violence and sexual passions and, in the 
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process, lose their culture, beliefs and inherent nobility. The epigraph describes the 
vulnerability of physical, youthful beauty.54  
Raka has been interpreted in various ways, most obviously as a battle between good 
and evil with evil the victor, but it could also serve as a metaphor for the destruction of 
African (or any indigenous) culture by powerful colonial invaders. On the other hand, during 
the apartheid era, Raka was for a time prescribed in South African schools on the basis that 
the figure of Raka symbolised the barbaric violence of black people, come to threaten white 
apartheid culture (Sanders 60). In Coldsleep Lullaby, Brown explores the Raka theme in a 
number of ways. He uses it to show how colonial and apartheid thinking have corrupted 
social norms so that a black man is automatically assumed to be a rapist and murderer when 
the sexually motivated murder has actually been committed by a socially powerful white 
man. He echoes this corruption in the damaged internal life of a South African policeman, 
Eberard Februarie, whose history has left him so depleted he almost allows his baser instincts 
to overtake him. The image of a young, pure and beautiful ‘race’, facing danger and reaching 




To explore the effect of the past on the present, Brown couples together crime and historical 
fiction. Coldsleep Lullaby features the double structure, presented in two separate narratives 
 
54 The epigraph reads: O skoonheid van die lyf, jy slat/ óp uit die aarde soos die rooi vonk/ uit die vuursteen 
spring; wild en jonk/ is nog die skoonheid van die lyf op die swaar aarde/waaruit hy rank, hy ken sy waarde/ 
nog half maar en die ver blom nog nie/ waarheen hy groei en reik; maar dié/ wat skoonheid en hoogheid dra as 
las/ en verlange, is ‘n vreemde ras/ van mense en bloot aan veel gevaar.  
My translation: O beauty of the body, you smack/ up out of the earth like the red spark springs/ out of the 
hearth; wild and young/ is the beauty of the body on the heavy earth/ from where it tendrils, it knows its value/ 
only halfway, and does not yet know the far flower/ which it grows towards and reaches for; but those who 




that alternate chapter by chapter. One narrative is set in the country’s earliest colonial days in 
the late seventeenth century. The other is a police procedural set in postapartheid South 
Africa. Both take place in Stellenbosch, a beautiful wine-producing region in the Cape. The 
earlier narrative is a straightforward colonial tale, an account of brutality suffered by a family 
of freed slaves farming on the Eerste River,55 while the modern-day narrative focuses on 
Detective Inspector Eberard Februarie as he investigates the murder of a young white woman 
found floating in the same river. The structure is complicated by the progression of 
Eberard’s56 internal crisis and by a series of lullabies, printed as poems, which punctuate the 
whole. 
In the historical narrative a cruel Dutch viticulturalist, Martin van der Keesel, grants 
freed, mixed-race slaves Frederick and Jakoba Boorman a parcel of farmland on the 
condition Jakoba becomes his mistress. The couple unhappily accepts. Their daughter, Sanna, 
defies Van der Keesel, who rapes her. Sanna murders Van der Keesel in the Eerste River. 
Made pregnant by the rape, Sanna dies in childbirth but her baby boy is saved and given to a 
white Dutch woman to raise. Through the narrative’s folk-tale quality and archetypal 
characters, Brown describes the beginnings of a racist, oppressive power structure dominant 
in South Africa for hundreds of years. 
The contemporary story opens with the discovery of the body of a young white 
woman in the Eerste River. The woman is identified as Melanie, daughter of Professor Dawid 
du Preez, respected academic and protector of white Afrikaner culture. The investigating 
policeman is Detective Inspector Eberard Februarie, a man of mixed race. Working with a 
black female reservist, Xoliswa Nduku, Eberard discovers that Melanie was seen at a night 
club, arguing with a Burundian man known as Bullet. Melanie had had recent sexual 
 
55 ‘Eerste’ means ‘first’ in English. The river thus symbolises the start of the colony and its violent power 
structures and also the ‘river’ of time which ferries those structures into the present and beyond. 
 
56 In the novels, Brown refers to Eberard Februarie by his first name. 
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intercourse and when Bullet’s DNA matches that found on her, his guilt is assumed. Eberard 
arrests Bullet but Professor du Preez gains access to Bullet’s cell and shoots him. Eberard and 
Xoliswa discover that Melanie was having a consensual affair with Bullet and it becomes 
clear, including from a series of lullabies found in Melanie’s diary, that Du Preez has been 
sexually abusing her and that he is the murderer. There is a stand-off and Eberard shoots Du 
Preez. 
Working across two narratives, Brown challenges crime fiction’s conventional 
structure by mirroring and inversion. Both narratives involve the rape of a vulnerable young 
woman by a powerful white man. Both involve murder, and both bodies end up in the Eerste 
River. While the contemporary narrative follows a conventional arc, starting with a murder 
that is resolved and explained at the end, the historic narrative works the other way around, 
establishing reasons for a crime committed only towards the end. It is thus the inverse of a 
typical crime narrative and the reader experiences the novel in complicated temporal and 
symmetrically opposing ways.  
Conventional crime novels most usually explore the past: as Tzvetan Todorov points 
out, they consist of ‘not one, but two stories: the story of the crime and the story of the 
investigation’ (44). The role of detective is central to the construction of the double narrative, 
‘which throws emphasis on the task of explaining what has happened at some earlier point in 
time’ (Horsley Twentieth Century 23). However, in Coldsleep Lullaby, where the detective is 
involved in only half the story, the reader becomes the detective, following both modern and 
historical narratives and needing to make sense of distant as well as recent pasts to explain 
the crime. This structure widens the focus of the novel from single incident to national 
history, and forces attention on how the past has corrupted the present. 
The theme of racial oppression illustrates the development and consequences of 
‘whiteness’ in South Africa. It is explored through two powerful white men, both of whom 
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believe in their racial superiority. In the historical narrative, Van der Keesel refers to the 
mixed-race status of his burghers (freed slaves). ‘You live like the animals that you are’ (88); 
‘Can you trust a half-breed?’ (89). In the contemporary one, Du Preez insults the mixed-race 
Eberard: ‘You’re a drunkard like the rest of your slave kind. I’m part of the builders of this 
land. You’re part of its destroyer. You’re no more than the rubbish in the gutters’ (251). 
Making a point of his white ancestry, Du Preez notes the name ‘Februarie’ was probably 
originally a slave name and adds: ‘I can also trace my heritage back to those days. I come 
from a pure Hollandse line’ (41). However, in the historic narrative, the mixed-race child of 
Sanna and her rapist Van der Keesel is raised by a Dutch woman, Mrs du Preez, and as 
readers we make the obvious connection that the racist Du Preez is ironically himself the 
descendant of a mixed-race couple.  
With this twist, the novel offers a more complex reading of race and oppression, 
which is shown to go back hundreds of years before apartheid. White superiority is seen as a 
construct, and apartheid’s engineers as self-deluded. The relationship between oppressor and 
oppressed is also clouded: elements of both exist in all of us and our destructive impulses can 
be ignited by social conditions and conditioning. This in turn relates to the Raka theme, 
suggesting that savage yet seductive danger comes as much from within ourselves as from 
outside, an idea explored in the figure of Eberard Februarie. 
Both narratives relate violence against women. Van der Keesel possesses Jakoba 
Boorman and her daughter against their will, and Du Preez abuses his daughter, Melanie. Her 
murder is motivated by sexual jealousy as well as racial hatred because of her affair with a 
black man. What the racial and sexual themes have in common is that they are committed by 
men with power because of their colour and status against those without power, also because 
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of their colour and status.57 By playing the two narratives against each other, Brown shows 
how strands of oppression manifest directly and indirectly, and how they play out over time. 
The double structure of Coldsleep Lullaby is an example of how writers cross genre 
boundaries to deepen meaning and make political statements. The structure is further 
complicated by 25 lullabies that punctuate the text. They begin with traditional, soothing 
verses such as Hush, Little Baby (8), Toora, Loora, Loora (41) and Lavender’s Blue (53), but 
grow gradually darker to invoke sex, death and loss, as in Lover’s Lullaby (187), Coldsleep 
Lullaby (207), and, finally, Rock-a-Bye-Baby (256).58 The lullabies have been collected by 
Melanie, the ‘contemporary’ murder victim, and when Eberard Februarie finds them, they 
confirm her growing distress. Structurally they unite the two narratives and convey a 
progressive loss of innocence. What they stand for, other than this, is unclear. Perhaps they 
are meant to refer to the Raka epigraph, which deals with the vulnerability of youth, or 
perhaps they exemplify the breakdown of maternal protection. The device is not entirely 
successful because the lullabies stand so far outside the text that they impede narrative flow, 
and because they overload an already complicated structure. 
Far more successful is the bringing together of the racial and sexual strands in the 
figure of Eberard Februarie, the protagonist in the contemporary section of Coldsleep Lullaby 
and also in Solace. 
 
The detective 
The themes expressed in Coldsleep Lullaby coalesce in a policeman, Detective Eberard 
Februarie who, as a mixed-race man, embodies the legacy of hundreds of years of oppression 
 
57 This is a simplification. For a detailed study of the relationship between racial and sexual oppression and the 
differences between the way white and black women were/are made subordinate, see Ware’s Beyond the Pale: 
White Women, Racism and History (1992).  
58 Hush, Little Baby, Toora, Loora, Loora, Lavender’s Blue and Rock-a Bye-Baby are traditional lullabies. 
Lover’s Lullaby is by Janis Ian (from the album Between the Lines, 1975), and Coldsleep Lullaby is by Terence 
Chau, 2000 (accessible on www.khaosworks.org/filk/coldsleep.html .) 
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and violence. Through the personal and professional worlds of a police detective, Brown sets 
up a moral choice: whether to act ethically or succumb to this legacy. The choice is symbolic, 
too, and the novel shows South Africa as facing the same dilemma. 
Brown depicts Eberard as despairing and isolated, personally and professionally, and 
as damaged by his history and experience. In this sense, Eberard displays some of the 
features of Naidu and Le Roux’s postapartheid anti-detective although, as mentioned, he is 
still able to think through and solve the crimes in Coldsleep Lullaby and Solace. In portraying 
Eberard, Brown adapts features of a conventional fictional type of hard-boiled detective, one 
who works within the system but is nevertheless separate from it. The type is discussed by 
Peter Messent, who, quoting Horsley, distinguishes between two kinds of police protagonists: 
those who work as part of a team (as does, for example, Martin Beck in the novels of Sjöwall 
and Wahlöö), and those who work alone within the force, even sometimes against it (as 
Rebus does in Ian Rankin’s novels) (179-180). Eberard conforms to many features of the 
latter type. He is a loner. He drinks to excess. He carries emotional baggage. However, 
whereas fictional lone detectives choose, or bear, their isolation, Eberard yearns to belong 
and is being destroyed by his separation from society.  
Physically, Eberard is recovering from a breakdown caused by becoming addicted to 
drugs while working undercover. This has cost him his family and forced his transfer from 
the city to a small regional station: ‘Addiction had tightened its grip and squeezed his career 
and marriage dry’ (11). Brown exaggerates Eberard’s dysfunction far beyond those normally 
encountered in detectives, even flawed ones. Eberard suffers the physical and mental 
symptoms of PTSD,59 and is so damaged that ‘his senses were abandoning his body. As his 
emotions numbed, so his points of contact with the outside world retreated’ (9). Most of all, 
 
59 Luckhurst, for example, describes the physical responses to trauma: ‘In book after book, veterans and their 
psychiatrists described persistent symptoms of insomnia, hyper-vigilance, startle reactions, alcohol and drug 
addiction, terror, paranoia and nightmares’ (59). 
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he has lost his sense of smell, apart from the smell in the police station and cells. ‘It was the 
smell of the state, the smell of his captured life, and it followed him everywhere, impersonal, 
harsh and pervasive’ (9). In fact, everything Eberard encounters is degraded and ugly, and 
Brown shows this in lengthy descriptions of his physical surroundings. When we first meet 
him, Eberard is standing in a police station bathroom where the ‘soap in the basin was an 
unhealthy pink colour, soggy from standing in pools of water. It disintegrated into slug-like 
chunks as he tried to pick it up … The rank, foetid smell of a blocked drain blew into the 
room’ (9, 10). He is looking at himself in the mirror, wondering how it would feel to be shot 
and longing for any sensation, even pain. If, as Reddy asserts ‘the detective is not in fact set 
apart from society but instead embodies its most deeply held but often inchoate beliefs’ (10), 
then Eberard stands for a South Africa at breaking point. 
Eberard is undergoing a personal and spiritual crisis. As a policeman, he has been 
affected by relentless crime and inequity: the ‘burden of witnessing the horror of daily life 
had overwhelmed him’ (215). He is adrift as a man, unable to overcome the legacies of racial 
and sexual oppression. In terms of the racial aspect, Eberard’s suffering is connected to his 
sense of racial inferiority. During a street parade, he is intimidated when accosted by a 
bergie60 who harangues him with, ‘I’m a white man. Don’t forget that. A white man in 
Africa’ (66). Although he knows the man poses no real threat he is immobilised: ‘It was a 
greater terror. The threat lay somewhere inside him … It lay within his own definition of 
himself, at the core of his being’ (67). With this illustration of distorted identity, Brown 
demonstrates how the historical corruption of social forces can skew individual self-
awareness and ignite violence and threat.  
Sabine Binder, in her essay ‘Disentangling the Detective in Andrew Brown’s 
Coldsleep Lullaby’ (2013), discusses Eberard’s entanglement with racial and male discourse, 
 
60 Homeless tramp. 
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and considers what it might have to say about identity in postapartheid South Africa. Eberard 
is mixed-race, or ‘coloured’,61 and Binder argues that, ‘as a coloured person, he has to 
acknowledge his complicity with colonial racist violence and, on the other hand, as a man he 
has to accept his collusion with male sexual violence’ (177). I agree with Binder that Eberard 
is entangled with racial and male discourse but would stress that any ‘complicity’ on his part 
is unconscious.62 It stems from his failure to shake free of the past; part of his (and his 
country’s) dilemma is his inability to fully understand and escape from how the past has 
shaped him. As a coloured man, he is caught between two worlds. He carries the lineage of 
both white oppressor and black oppressed and in a new, strange society has not been able to 
reconcile those forces to shape a new identity. He is stuck in a colonial/apartheid status quo 
in which he quickly assumes that a black man, Bullet, is Melanie’s murderer. Implicit in this 
judgment is the belief that black people embody the barbaric Raka, the man-ape, a species 
naturally prone to violence and sexual corruption. Part of Eberard’s world-view, too, is the 
assumption that the white, respectable and socially powerful Professor du Preez must be 
innocent: ‘It seemed grossly unfair to Eberard that a man who had contributed so much to his 
university community should have to endure such suffering’ (36).  
Eberard’s decisions represent his state of mind and symbolise a society still enacting 
past trauma and it is only when Xoliswa Nduku, his offsider, points out his prejudices that he 
realises his mistake: ‘“Your investigation is not over.” Xoliswa was unmoved. “You’re 
hiding behind racist assumptions to avoid doing your job properly”’ (192).  
 
61 In South Africa, the term ‘coloured’ means mixed-race and also refers to a specific, creolised group of people 
who are concentrated in the Western Cape.  
62 In South Africa, the terms ‘entanglement’ and ‘complicity’ have been a focus of discussion, with Sarah 
Nuttall positing a theoretical framework for articulating race based on entanglement and ‘intricate overlaps’ (1) 
rather than apartness and difference. Taking this idea further, Garman explains that complicity may, in relation 
to white South Africans, be read as an ‘acknowledgement of one’s sewn togetherness, entanglement, 
enfoldedness in being human in South Africa …’ (3). Binder uses the term in this sense, but it is difficult to 
shake the pejorative connotation of complicity as conscious action.  
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Brown also uses the crime investigation to reveal Eberard’s sexual confusion. Even 
before being confronted by Xoliswa, he subconsciously feels his decision about the murder is 
wrong. His depression deepens, his drinking increases, and he has nightmares. Then he visits 
Club Pécheurs, the nightclub associated with the investigation, and precipitates another crisis. 
He finds the club louche and mesmerizing, and the dancing crowd like some strange animal: 
The space was packed with bodies … half-naked figures painted with fluorescent 
paint … the individual bodies were indiscernible – a flaming back, a glowing pink 
cheek, the outline of an eye, a painted nipple … Eberard stood at the top of the steps 
in awe, watching the beast … New figures joined while others left the fringes, but the 
creature kept its form, a massive black python … The hairs on Eberard’s neck stood 
up in reaction, and he felt a shiver of anticipation flood down his spine. (108, 109) 
 
The combination of the club’s name – ‘Pécheurs means ‘sinners’ in English – and the erotic 
scene with its symbolic serpent, recalls the temptation of animal passion in the Raka story, 
and Eberard is exhilarated by it. He meets the club’s owner, Laurent Kitsire, a Congolese 
who warns him against blaming Melanie’s murder on race, insisting that it was about ‘men 
and their needs and their wants and their sex’ (115). A few nights later Eberard returns. He is 
served by a naked waitress and witnesses what he thinks is the sanctioned rape of one of the 
club’s patrons, and which Laurent describes as an act containing ‘all the necessary sins to 
make it forbidden but irresistible: dominance over the subject, the destruction of youth, 
physical coercion, the corruption of desire’ (178). This depiction of distorted sexuality again 
recalls the Raka story; and Laurent, the exotic immigrant orchestrating the scene, appears as 
the Raka ‘outsider’ who offers temptation and perversion.   
The rape has, however, been staged and Eberard makes another misjudgement, this 
time believing Laurent’s account of sexual licence. Drunk, he gropes one of the female 
dancers and is marched off to Laurent’s office. Laurent is scathing:  
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You think that you’ve entered some voodoo world, a world of black magic where the 
normal principles for white people are suspended. You think that businessmen can 
come down here into our dark world and behave like animals, like us, and then leave 
and return to their civilised homes. (200)  
 
Laurent explains that the ‘rape’ was part of customer service. Then he reveals that Melanie 
du Preez was the most ‘requested employee of Laurent’s exclusive club’ (206) and that 
Bullet, the black Burundian, was in love with her. She was, says Laurent, upending the Raka 
premise, ‘the terror of Bullet’s poor heart’ (206). Laurent accuses Eberard of having ‘a 
skewed view of the world’ and concludes, ‘It is tragic, don’t you think, that our supposedly 
boundless capacity for new thought should be so restricted by useless boundaries we have 
learned?’ (202). 
While Laurent is hardly a moral exemplar, the lesson is clear. The ‘boundaries’ he 
speaks of are beliefs about sex and race that have been inculcated by centuries of colonialism. 
Eberard’s history has prevented him from seeing the truth and acting ethically and this has 
corrupted his power as a policeman and as a man. Again, the implication is that, on a broader 
level, South Africa cannot rise above its widespread corruption, including economic 
corruption, unless it overcomes its history. Yet, if Eberard’s individual predicament 
symbolises South Africa’s crisis in making its transition to a new, more just, society, then in 
Coldsleep Lullaby Brown offers the first step to redemption – catharsis through connection. 
After Laurent’s revelations, Eberard realises how misguided he has been and is in 
despair. Salvation comes in the form of Xoliswa Nduku, his female partner, whom he has 
always admired. As he is sitting at his desk, she approaches. His sense of smell returns, and 
he smells her: ‘the smell of a warm summer field’ (218). Xoliswa scolds him for drinking and 
reveals her own difficult upbringing, and Eberard feels ‘a shifting of layers over layers, an 
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aligning of thoughts’ (223). When he starts to confess his past to Xoliswa, he breaks down in 
tears. Xoliswa responds:  
She took her hands and gently drew his head towards her stomach. Her skin was 
warm through the cotton fabric … he knew then that he had fallen for her. Not the 
surface sting of lust. Not the temporary bruising of infatuation. But the deep bite of 
love, in all its impractical exigencies. (227) 
 
His love is not referred to again, the narrative concentrating instead on the capture of Du 
Preez, but the last scene shows Xoliswa and Eberard together.  
Although Eberard talks of his love for Xoliswa, the scene of her comforting him is 
maternal in nature rather than representing love between two adults. Through connection with 
her he recovers his true self and is able to reclaim the agency he has lost. His redemption is 
complete when he literally goes through fire to prevent Du Preez from killing his second 
daughter, Melanie’s younger sister. Xoliswa thus conforms to Brown’s motif of a strong 
woman who leads a conflicted male protagonist to self-awareness and ethical behaviour. Her 
role is to guide and heal him and, in an almost religious way, lead him towards redemption 
and the full use of his faculties. She manages this through her role of police sidekick. I will 
address problems associated with the convention of white detectives and their black offsiders 
in my discussion of Solace, because here Brown is less concerned with crime conventions 
than the theme of human connection. In this novel, given its focus on male violence, that 
connection comes from a woman.  
Eberard’s crisis stretches into his professional world. A key cause of his breakdown is 
his job as a policeman and this is crucial to understanding Brown’s investigation of damaged 
identity in Coldsleep Lullaby and Solace. Brown shows how Eberard’s experience of 
everyday policing has contributed to his state of mind:  
The burden of witnessing the horror of daily life had overwhelmed him: 
children of drug abusers, left unfed and snivelling in their soiled clothes; 
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children who were drug addicts themselves … people who destroyed their 
lives, people who were willing to decimate any other life … It was a world 
without compassion … a hundred faces haunted him at night, and he was 
washed in the tears of others, suffocating, clawing for space to breathe again. 
(215)  
 
Eberard is so affected by his job that, as he explains to his psychiatrist, he needs to fantasise 
about shooting criminals in order to fall asleep, and he has nightmares where he dreams of 
being shot, unable to draw his own gun (62, and possibly referring to his sexual potency as 
well). When Laurent Kitsire confronts him with the truth about the club and about Melanie 
du Preez, Eberard’s first thought is of his job: ‘I have been an idiot, you’re right. I’ll leave 
and I won’t bother you again. My days in the police force are over. Not because of tonight. 
I’ve had enough of the boredom, enough of the crap of the job, enough of myself’ (203). 
Eberard’s depression and his earlier breakdown, as well as his guilt at not being able to do his 
job, symbolise the weight of dysfunction in South Africa and the prevalent despair at 
society’s inability to overcome or rectify it. Yet despite his state of mind (and with urging 
from Xoliswa), Eberard continues to investigate Melanie’s murder and dives into a burning 
house to rescue her sister. In helping redeem Eberard as a man, Xoliswa has also allowed him 
to claim power as a policeman, and as an agent of law and order.  
It is difficult to read Brown’s accounts of crime and debasement, here and in Solace, 
without calling to mind that he works as a police reservist, and wondering whether the 
horrors he describes are factual and come from his own experience. If they do, then as 
explained in Chapter 1, he uses real life to describe crimes so sensational that fiction cannot 
surpass them, demonstrating how real-life crimes may become a source for and background 
to the central, fictional crime being investigated. 
Eberard’s journey illustrates the ability of the crime genre to explore issues of 
identity. Brown is as interested in Eberard’s personal journey as in his investigation, and the 
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reader knows this because Eberard’s crisis is deeper and more intense than those of other, 
conventional, police protagonists. This is made clear in the narrative as Brown layers 
Eberard’s inner journey onto a conventional police procedural framework, setting him on an 
internal journey of discovery which runs parallel to and involves the same issues as the 
external journey of the crime investigation, and which expands to include the collective. 
Through its hybrid structure and the figure of a police detective, Coldsleep Lullaby 
shows how genre form can be applied to comment on social issues. Solace, the next novel 
featuring Eberard Februarie, extends this experiment by employing a feature of crime fiction, 
namely serialisation, where successive novels allow space for individual and social change. It 
uses Eberard’s next investigation to explore his personal progress, and, through this, to 
comment on the development of South African society.  
 
Solace (2012) 
Solace continues Brown’s examination of a country emerging from trauma. Where Coldsleep 
Lullaby depicts an inward-looking society focused on the past, Solace presents that society a 
few years later, still hampered by the past and facing an uncertain present, and taking its 
place in the global sphere. As in his other novels, Brown explores the shaping of personal 
identity in a time of crisis and, through a discussion of organised religion and faith, widens 
his focus to include the civic and communal. As in Coldsleep Lullaby, he uses as his base a 
conventional police investigation, but manipulates aspects of the detective, the setting and 
narrative resolution to examine these issues and to offer a proposal for national healing.  
 
The structure 
Solace is set in and around the Cape Town suburb of Sea Point and the story opens with the 
discovery in a local synagogue of the body of a small boy who has been murdered and whose 
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heart has been partially removed. The boy is wearing a Muslim prayer robe and around him 
in blood are ritual markings. The local Muslim community hears of this and blames the 
Jewish community. Protests begin and Eberard Februarie, put in charge of the case by his 
stupid and venal superior, is under great pressure to solve it before Muslim activists unleash 
violent retribution.  
The investigation takes place against a broader political background where certain 
government ministers propose a new law, the Social Values Act which, if passed, will 
monitor cultural practices and statements made by communities, and severely restrict 
religious freedom. Eberard learns the dead boy was not Muslim but a street child, Coenie, 
who was murdered elsewhere and his body placed in the synagogue. Gradually Eberard 
uncovers a conspiracy, the aim of which is to encourage violence between Jewish and 
Muslim communities and thus neutralise opposition to the Social Values Act.  
It turns out that the operation, which has been instigated by a government minister 
working with a far-right Christian pastor, was based not on religious grounds but on greed: 
the passing of the Act would enable the pastor’s church to expand, which in turn would open 
the way for profitable development projects. Eberard also finds he was put in charge of the 
investigation because, as a heavy drinker, he was expected to fail. Defying expectations, and 
working with an Israeli social worker, Yael Rabin, he solves the crime and, pulling together a 
small team, arranges an endgame that traps the conspirators. 
Messent distinguishes between two types of police novels, one that ‘straightforwardly 
endorses the existing social order’, and one that shows:  
a greater awareness of the pressures, stress points and failings of the social system it 
represents, both through an authorial control of narrative and structure and through 
the use of individual detectives who look to modify some of that system’s abuses and 




Solace conforms to the latter type, and Brown uses conventional genre tropes – murder, inept 
bureaucracy, shady intelligence agencies and corrupt government ministers – to illustrate 
social shortcomings of a South Africa in transition. For example, crime is shown to be both 
prolific and extreme: the shockingly instrumental murder of the child in the synagogue is 
echoed in other child murders Eberard encounters, and Brown takes his readers into some 
truly degraded criminal settings. Collapsing infrastructure is illustrated by a police service 
under stress and Eberard’s own superior, Colonel Dirks – who has gained her post by being 
‘fast-tracked under the transformation programme’ (15) – is incompetent, boorish, and so 
stupid she becomes a pawn in the conspiracy Eberard unmasks. And the agents behind the 
child-murder, a government minister and a pastor, are the very people who should be 
working to strengthen society. 
Yet, by structuring his narrative around religious communities and notions of faith, 
Brown elevates his story beyond the merely critical. Communities of worship are subject to 
the same pressures as society as a whole, acting as a force for good when they practise 
tolerance, and for ill when ruled by extremism. A religious community can foster connection, 
as in Eberard’s welcoming experience when he attends a Jewish service and in the way both 
the Jewish and Muslim communities rally to their respective causes. It can also be 
manipulated into fostering prejudice and aggression and this is shown to some extent in the 
Jewish community but much more strongly in the violence promised by Muslim extremists.63 
Religious communities, like society more broadly, can be corrupted, and this is seen in the 
attempts of the conspirators to stoke conflict between Jews and Muslims in order to profit 
from it. 
 
63 In Solace, Brown presents Israel in a positive light. He does this mainly through the figure of Yael Rabin: by 
making her symbolise a nation he suggests tacit approval of its militarism. Geographical politics are problematic 
and beyond the scope of this study. However, as a Jew who condemns Israel’s stance on the occupied territories, 




A discussion about the limitations of structured religion, and the need for and 
definition of faith, is set out in two references to the concept of solace. The first comes when 
Eberard attends a synagogue service. The rabbi asks the congregation, ‘How do we find our 
stability, our meaning, our comfort, in times of persecution? What is your solace?’ (127), and 
explains that solace comes not from religious teaching but ‘from community, from the 
connections between us all, which make us stronger than one man alone’ (128).  
Second, the epigraph to Solace references a Thomas Hardy poem On a Fine Morning 
(1899): 
Whence comes solace? Not from seeing, 
What is doing, suffering, being; 
Not from noting Life’s conditions, 
Not from heeding Time’s monitions; 
But in cleaving to the Dream 
And in gazing at the Gleam 
Whereby gray things golden seem.  
(346, Lines 1–7)  
 
The first reference affirms the value of faith as opposed to structured religion, and the 
second, the epigraph, points to a way of using that faith to survive by ‘cleaving to the Dream’ 
– in this case by believing in humanitarian values no matter how bad things might seem. A 
theme of Solace is that these values must confront and defeat extremism and prejudice. This 
plays out at the end of the book, when Eberard meets the rabbi and imam. They thank him for 
averting disaster and he notes that some of the criminals are still at large: ‘It doesn’t feel like 
a satisfying victory, where you have the man responsible in custody, begging and trying to do 
a deal. It doesn’t feel like justice for Coenie. Or for Angel’ (246). The imam replies, ‘This is 
bigger than all that: winning is not about defeating the individuals. It is about defeating the 
idea’ (246).  
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The resolution of Solace shows how even minor manipulations of genre convention 
become important. Brown is to some extent subverting a convention, common to hard-boiled 
fiction, in which the detective solves the crime but does not achieve complete resolution. As 
Horsley points out, the hard-boiled detective does not have the capacity to restore order to a 
community: ‘This consolatory, potentially redemptive myth no longer seems viable within a 
complex urban, industrialised society, and hard-boiled fiction represents this by structuring 
its narratives in ways that avoid neatly optimistic closure’ (Twentieth-Century 69). This is to 
an extent true of Solace. Not only do some criminals escape justice, but interfaith division 
and violence is paused only temporarily, not stopped altogether. When the Muslim activists 
hear the Jewish community was not responsible for the murder they call off their planned 
revenge, but send a text: ‘Februarie: the wolves will stay in woods. But will be watching’ 
(245). However, Eberard Februarie’s defeat of ‘the idea’, presents a comforting sense of 
resolution not normally achieved in this subgenre, resolution that is not so much related to 
solving a crime but to healing society in a more abstract sense. 
The discussion is further clarified in the book’s last scene by Yael Rabin, the social 
worker who helps Eberard. When Yael accompanies Eberard to Angel’s funeral, he asks her 
if she believes in god. She replies: 
Not a God who chooses one group and spurns another; not a God who decides who 
lives and who dies. God lives in the spaces between us. The closer we get to one 
another, the more we feel its presence. The further away, the more meaningless life 
becomes. For me, God is about people and community and relationships.’ (249) 
 
If faith in a god means connections between people rather than division, then this is the 
dream mentioned in the Thomas Hardy epigraph, the vision that South Africa needs to follow 





Like the society in which he lives, Eberard Februarie has moved on since Coldsleep Lullaby, 
and if he is meant to represent that society, the news is not good. The depression and self-
loathing which troubled him then is much, much worse, and in Solace, he is so traumatised he 
is barely able to function on any level. We first encounter him waking after a night of 
drunkenness:  
The air around him smelt sour, like vomit. Had he thrown up, he wondered vaguely, 
sickened further by his own indifference. His belly and his thighs felt greasy, and the 
damp sheet was rucked up under him. He pulled the edges of the pillowslip down, 
trying to seal out the light and foul air, like an animal in its lair. (5) 
 
He is adrift in the world. He and his wife have separated, his family has virtually lost touch 
with him and there is no sign of the consoling Xoliswa. Instead, he has taken up with a 
prostitute and drug addict known as Angel, with whom he has an ambiguous relationship. He 
pays her for sex and is ashamed of her, but at the same time she is his only friend and his 
feelings for her are tender. When she is murdered, he tracks down and shoots her pimp and 
this triggers more guilt, not only because he has acted as a criminal but also because he feels 
he did not love Angel enough.  
Eberard has been crushed by his job as a policeman. He describes the section he 
works in, the Serious Crimes Unit, as ‘a filing system for depravity’ (8). His most recent 
case, portrayed in graphic detail, has involved the murder of young albinos for township 
muti’64 (8), and later in the book we read about a ‘little girl, all dressed up for Sunday church, 
hair in pigtails, clean white shoes on. All very pretty, except for the half-brick buried in the 
back of her head and the torn vagina’ (53). The child-murders described here, in conjunction 
 
64 Traditional African medicine or magical charms. 
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with the murder of the boy found in the synagogue, illustrate the unrelenting horror of the 
crimes policemen like Eberard confront (and again make us wonder if, given Brown’s 
experience, how close they are to real life). It is not surprising that Eberard, drunk and lost, 
contemplates suicide during the course of the narrative. 
As outlined in the discussion of Coldsleep Lullaby, the depiction of hard-boiled 
detectives as damaged is not unusual. Their inner weaknesses, too, have been analysed. Both 
Pepper and Horsley, for example, note the fear and despair concealed by machismo in the 
hard-boiled hero. Pepper argues that the hard-boiled persona reveals the detective as 
‘anxious, wounded and internally divided’, and that ‘the hard-boiled male’s toughness, like 
his neutrality and objectivity, has always been little more than a ruse or a façade’ (147). For 
Horsley, this ‘tough image seems more like a reflex of fear’ (Twentieth-Century 73). 
Eberard’s weaknesses, however, are of a different order. The conventional hard-
boiled detective, no matter how damaged, projects superiority and has – or pretends to have – 
control over himself and his investigation. Often this is represented through voice, what 
Horsley describes as ‘slang and tough talk, the laconic wit of the wisecrack, the hard-boiled 
simile – [which] affords an aura of mastery’ (Twentieth-Century 73). But Eberard lacks even 
this ability. He is tongue-tied and uncomfortable in social interaction, except when he is with 
Angel. He is aware of, and apologises for, his shortcomings: ‘She made him feel ill at ease, as 
if he were somehow on trial’ (58); and, ‘I was insensitive, and I apologise. It’s all so 
complex. I find myself stomping on everyone’s toes, no matter what I say or do’ (74). 
Perhaps Eberard’s unwillingness or inability to portray control can be explained by Teraoka’s 
idea that a nation emerging from atrocity is hesitant to depict aggressive protagonists who 
display aspects of an oppressive regime. Perhaps, or also, it derives from Eberard’s 
increasing sense of isolation which makes him feel ‘like a man gently drifting away in space 
from the safety of his craft’ (163). In any case, his yearning to belong separates him from 
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conventional hard-boiled loners who generally prefer isolation. For him, it is a source of 
despair and, in the context of this novel, a lesson that in a fragmented society, family and 
community connection are essential for survival. 
For Eberard, intimations of rehabilitation do come, and in the form of connection. As 
in Brown’s other books, Eberard meets and is guided by a strong woman, in this case Yael 
Rabin. Initially, she makes him feel inadequate: ‘Her body was strong, and she had a 
confident, almost intimidating air about her’ (57). Verbal sparring gives way to an attraction 
which Eberard does not initially realise. Then Yael reveals that she, like Eberard, has seen the 
worst that humankind can do: 
I was a social worker in the Middle East for many years. In all my time I have learned 
one thing, and it’s this: human beings around the world are capable of just about 
anything. They commit acts of cruelty, perversity, obscenity – all in the name of 
religion, culture, politics, nationhood. These are just the excuses for their depravity. 
We are selfish, self-interested beings. On all sides. The very worst of the world’s 
creatures. (74)  
 
Yael’s experience enables her to understand and sympathise with Eberard, and their 
relationship is more one of equals than the relationship between Eberard and Xoliswa in 
Coldsleep Lullaby. Yet the relationship with Yael can only progress if Eberard connects 
honestly with her, and this happens when Yael demands he explain his relationship with the 
prostitute and drug addict, Angel. Eberard answers ‘from his heart’, ‘She was my friend… 
‘sometimes she was my only connection to being human’ (150). Yael responds and, by 
explaining Jewish views on death and grieving, urges Eberard to mourn Angel but not to 
succumb to darkness. She exhorts him instead to seek justice for the murdered child and for 
Angel. This scene is a turning point for Eberard, and their mutual connection enables him to 
acknowledge Yael’s importance to the case and his attraction to her. Through connection, 
then, we see him overcome the sexual confusion he suffered in Coldsleep Lullaby and 
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develop a meaningful adult relationship. Eberard’s journey thus exemplifies Brown’s call for 
social connection and demonstrates how, through the figure of the detective, crime fiction 
uses the singular to comment on the collective.  
 
Transnationality and race 
Two aspects of Solace show how South Africa’s view of itself has progressed since 
Coldsleep Lullaby. The first is how South Africa relates to the rest of the world and the 
second is the evolution of black-white relations. While Coldsleep Lullaby concentrates on the 
past and its effect on the present, Solace shows South Africa moving from exceptionalism to 
becoming a member of the global community. Both Meg Samuelson (‘Scripting 
Connections’) and Naidu and Le Roux identify this increasing focus on transnationality in 
crime fiction. As Naidu and Le Roux note: 
What is crucial about this transnational element of the [crime] novel is how South 
Africa is depicted as the setting for a confluence of criminal forces, rather than the 
cause of crime … the depiction of transnational crime syndicates … not only 
represents the presence of transnational crime syndicates in South Africa – thus, like 
[Deon Meyer’s] Cobra, challenging the notion that South Africa is a “nation of 
crime” – but it also depicts South Africa as a complex, multicultural society. (6) 
 
Solace explores transnationality in a number of ways, and from angles that differ from those 
above. At the very beginning of Solace, Eberard turns on the radio, to hear news of Israeli 
bombing raids on Lebanon. The bulletin continues with reports of anti-Islamic protests in 
Paris, particularly by right-wing Christian groups, and of the American president promising 
‘a return to traditional family values’ following the passing of a ‘Conservative Bill on the 
teaching of creationism in American schools’ (7,8). These motifs, of intolerance and political 
moves to the far right, are echoed in the narrative played out in Cape Town. Here, rather than 
international forces bringing violence into the country, references to other countries suggest 
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that South Africa suffers similar transnational political and criminal pressures, alongside its 
own particular challenges.  
In Solace, the outside world appears on both sides of the law. The child-murderer is a 
Russian. Yael Rabin, on the other hand, is an Israeli who must guide Eberard through the 
complications of Jewish observance and who supports the investigation. Through Yael, 
Eberard learns that Israel, like South Africa, has suffered traumatic national violence. Yael 
accompanies Eberard to Angel’s funeral and there Eberard asks her if she is a Mossad agent. 
She refuses to answer, but the implication is that Israel has had an interest in the 
investigation. Eberard ruefully remarks on how poorly she must rate the performance of 
South African police. Yael replies that she understands how overloaded the police service is, 
‘But we can do far more, working together, than the individual parts could ever achieve’ 
(250). Yael is thus a force for connection on several levels – personally, in a budding 
romance with Eberard; in a civic sense, as part of the Jewish community; and nationally, by 
allying the investigation with Israel and suggesting that one way to strengthen South Africa’s 
ailing infrastructure is to align itself with other countries.  
The second general issue in Solace is that racial concerns, such a driving force in 
Coldsleep Lullaby, are explored in a different way in Solace. Past attitudes still haunt 
everyday life, as is evident in the synagogue chairman’s remark when confronted by Eberard: 
‘Isn’t there a white man they could have sent?’ (30). Issues of race are also complicated by 
the existence of a new order, one which advances blacks. In this society the mixed-race 
Eberard is still discriminated against: ‘[he] remained trapped by racial quotas favouring 
officers who were blacker than him’ (7). He must therefore suffer an incompetent 
commander who, appointed by affirmative action, makes his working life difficult. 
The benefits of the new order are exemplified in the figure of Constable Thabani 
Makosi who supports Eberard in the investigation. He thus fulfils the conventional role of the 
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detective’s sidekick, a role sometimes problematic in South African crime fiction and which 
can be traced in a line going back to McClure. In Solace, the sidekick Makosi is young and 
black, part of the born-free generation, and comfortable with inter-race relationships. This is 
illustrated when Eberard notes Makosi is ‘Quite the expert on Jewish tradition’. Makosi 
replies: 
‘Jewish girlfriend.’ 
Eberard raised an eyebrow. 
‘It’s the new world, Detective. You need to get out more’. (27) 
 
Makosi comes close to portraying what filmmaker Spike Lee describes as the ‘Magical 
Negro’: a black character who is ‘wise, patient, and spiritually in touch’ (Okorafor par. 8), yet 
always subordinate to the main white character. The description may also be applied to 
Xoliswa Nduku in Coldsleep Lullaby, and the stock type appears in other books and films. In 
Malla Nunn’s novel A Beautiful Place to Die (2009), for example, the African constable 
Shabalala, holder of the wisdom of the land, is wiser and better behaved than the fallible 
protagonist Emmanuel Cooper. Similarly, in the film Blood Diamond (2006), the character 
Solomon Vandy, while noble, needs the white protagonist Danny Archer to lead the action.  
Makosi is clever, grounded and honest. He is compassionate, patient, and supports 
Eberard. He needs Eberard to carry him through the investigation and to some extent this 
saves him from becoming a stock character because, structurally, his inexperience and rank 
make that situation plausible. Also, Makosi is shown to be strong in a scene in the township 
where he lives, and where he takes the drunk Eberard to recover. Still, Makosi’s relentless 
virtue renders him two-dimensional. While Brown often subordinates psychological depth to 
moral teaching, it is difficult to appreciate the characterisations of Makosi and Xoliswa 
without considering them oversimplified, perhaps owing to current white overcompensation 
for past misrepresentation.65  
 
65 Reddy, too, notes the racially conservative nature of hard-boiled and police procedural crime fiction which, 
she argues, are so deeply rooted in white ideology that it is extremely difficult to portray black characters as 




In Coldsleep Lullaby and Solace, Brown manipulates generic conventions concerning 
character, structure and resolution to chart the development of postapartheid South Africa. By 
exaggerating features of the hard-boiled detective he enables a single figure to symbolise and 
explore social issues, including ‘the unfinished business from the past’ (Samuelson ‘Scripting 
Connections’ 114), and its effect on the present. Although his vision of a crime-ridden 
society is bleak, he holds out hope in the form of connection and makes, as Jonathan Amid 
puts it, ‘an incisive, compassionate call for the appreciation of community and of various 
freedoms (of religion and expression, particularly)’ (‘Precarious Comfort’ par. 17). As the 
last lines of Solace have it: ‘It’s time to move forward …To mourn the losses of the past, but 






Chapter 3: Mike Nicol 
Unlike Andrew Brown, Mike Nicol does not speak of hope or renewal. Instead, he offers a 
pessimistic vision of a society overcome by commercialism and greed, in which the new 
order is as evil as the old. He makes his message palatable through entertaining, fast-moving 
and clever prose as well as an experimental approach to form which, as he explains, is 
important to him as a writer: 
I was a poet before all else and cut my teeth on stanzas and end-rhyme and sonnets 
and villanelles and ballads – in other words, on poetic conventions. Form and content 
were issues. Challenges, if you like. So when I moved to the krimi what did I find but 
conventions, rules that both needed to be observed and broken … it is the writing 
within the conventions that appeals to me. How do you observe the conventions but 
still make the characters interesting? When can you break out and experiment? 
(Phalafala par. 6) 
 
The novels discussed here, The Ibis Tapestry and Of Cops and Robbers, are examples of how 
form and content may be linked in innovative ways to present ideological views and engage 
with social issues. In them, Nicol subverts and deconstructs genre conventions, presents 
seemingly chaotic but actually highly controlled narratives, and vividly describes 
contemporary life in Cape Town. 
 
Nicol has been a poet, journalist, essayist and novelist. At the time of writing he has 
published 25 books, including award-winning poetry collections, non-fiction, and novels. His 
non-fiction output includes a work about the apartheid-era Drum magazine (A Good-Looking 
Corpse, 1991), as well as biographies (Bra Henry, 1997; The Firm, 2006, and Mandela, the 
Authorised Portrait, 2006). His first three novels, (The Powers That Be, 1989; This Day and 
Age, 1992; and Horseman, 1995) are classed as literary rather than genre fiction. Unlike 
Brown’s literary novels they vary in structure, but all combine allegory, fact and magic 
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realism, and all explore aspects of colonial and apartheid history. Horseman, for example, 
though set in an unnamed country, deals with violent, extreme vengeance for crimes 
committed during a period of brutal oppression. Written just after South Africa’s democratic 
beginning, it is a dystopic prophecy. 
Like Brown, Nicol has written a hybrid novel, The Ibis Tapestry, which, while notable 
for its postmodern and magic realist features, contains elements of the thriller. Then in 2006 
he announced he would in future restrict himself to crime fiction,66 although he still writes 
and edits non-fiction. He has so far produced nine crime novels and writes a blog, Crime 
Beat, which is devoted to South African crime fiction.67  
I begin with a discussion of The Ibis Tapestry because in it, Nicol’s concerns and 
stylistic experiments prefigure those in his crime novels and reveal his ideas on the 
importance of form. 
 
The Ibis Tapestry (1998) 
Introduction: The Ibis Tapestry and the TRC 
The Ibis Tapestry is at once a critique, a cautionary tale and a comment on postapartheid 
South Africa. Written at the time of the TRC, it questions the assumptions of that body, 
particularly the TRC’s notions of forgiveness based on truth-telling, 68 and this focus is 
reflected in the novel’s structure. Its four parts, ‘Reconstruction’, ‘Development’, ‘Truth’ and 
‘Reconciliation’, echo the TRC’s intended process and herald Nicol’s themes, which centre 
on the unstable nature of truth, the difficulty of accurately recovering truth, and the ability of 
art to represent versions of truth beyond the scope of recollection and research. 
 
66 Nicol announced his change of genre repeatedly, particularly in his blog, Crime Beat 
crimebeat.bookslive.co.za . 
67 Crime Beat is currently inactive although its archives are accessible. 
68 Mike Nicol confirmed in an interview that The Ibis Tapestry deals with the TRC (Titlestad and Polatinsky 
264). The online site of this interview, previously accessed on www2.univ-reunion.fr/~ageof/text/74c21e88-
337.html is no longer available.  
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South Africa’s TRC was predicated on a process of bearing witness or confessing to 
crimes committed during apartheid, leading to forgiveness for the criminal and sometimes to 
judicial amnesty. Forgiveness however depended on uncovering the truth: ‘a minimal 
requirement for forgiveness, most [victims] insisted, was to be told the full, honest, and 
unvarnished truth’ (Hayner 3). Rose notes, ‘It has become a cliché of the post-apartheid 
dispensation to say that, in order to secure the transition to democracy, the new South Africa 
opted for truth rather than justice’ (3). The truth, it was felt, would lead to healing and to 
reconciliation and this idea was implicit in the TRC’s mandate, which was: 
deeply moral; access to truth was to lay the foundation for a more humane, just social 
order, passing resolute moral judgment on the past but in ways which reconciled a 
previously divided society to a common future rooted in a ‘respect for human rights’. 
(Posel 4) 69 
 
In The Ibis Tapestry, Nicol exposes the impossibility of accessing ‘the truth’ and, in doing so, 
reveals the failures at the core of the TRC’s process. When the truth has not been recovered 
(and is perhaps never able to be recovered) forgiveness, and thus reconciliation, is denied. 
The Ibis Tapestry demonstrates that, as a consequence, South Africa has been unable to heal 
past wounds and to achieve its vision of the future. This is shown, for example, in the novel’s 
ironically titled final section, ‘Reconciliation’, in which no character achieves closure and no 
event is satisfactorily resolved.  
This reading is supported by Titlestad and Kissack, who examine Nicol’s use of form 
in The Ibis Tapestry to critique aspects of the TRC and to explore South Africa’s ongoing 
relationship with its past. They argue that The Ibis Tapestry secularises the TRC, casting 
doubt on its religiosity, which they describe as its ‘ecclesiastical framing and its foundational 
teleology’ (51). They note what Deborah Posel calls the ‘problem of truth’ (Posel 11): that 
 
69 ‘Respect for human rights’ comes from Truth and Reconciliation Commission of South Africa Report (1998), 
vol. 1. chap. 1, par. 28. 
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for the TRC redemption depended on religious confirmation which placed truth beyond 
doubt. They argue that Nicol represents truth in the novel as ‘contingent and provisional and 
historiography as (con)textual’ (Titlestad and Kissack 51). This is an astute reading. The 
provisional and multi-dimensional nature of truth is a fundamental theme in the novel and is 
explored through form as well as narrative, including through the subversion of crime fiction 
conventions such as denying resolution, presenting a flawed detective and fracturing the 
narrative arc.  
As mentioned previously, Black, in her essay ‘Truth Commission Thrillers’, notes the 
ability of crime fiction to critique truth commissions. In a discussion of thrillers from 
different countries, she finds they ‘are sometimes deeply at odds with the narrative structures 
that form central tenets of legal, political and journalistic discourse about truth commissions’ 
(48). Such official discourse emphasises, she observes, ‘a shift from chronic illness to robust 
health, from debilitating deception to redemptive disclosure, and from international exile to 
national homecoming’ (48). In its critique of the TRC, The Ibis Tapestry certainly conforms 
to the model of a ‘truth commission thriller’. However, unlike other truth commission 
thrillers that ‘hold out hope of communicability in a global sphere’ (Black 48) The Ibis 
Tapestry focuses on the difficulties of communication, and depicts a future where crimes 
against humanity are neither revealed nor forgiven.  
 
The structure 
The plot of The Ibis Tapestry centres nominally on a murder investigation which broadens 
out to become a social critique and an investigation into remembering and rendering truth. By 
deconstructing genre conventions, adding literary references, and employing a variety of 
textual types, Nicol calls attention to form and takes the novel into the realm of postmodern 
and trauma fiction. 
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The novel’s narrator is Robert Poley, ironically a writer of ‘thrillers’ (31), who sets 
out to investigate Christo Mercer, a South African arms dealer murdered in Malitia, a 
fictional Saharan country. Poley is sent, anonymously, material on Mercer. This includes a 
monograph by Mercer on Christopher Marlowe’s play Tamburlaine the Great (1587-88); an 
exercise book in which Mercer has recorded thousands of dreams, and a newspaper article on 
Mercer’s death. Poley’s investigations begin in Mercer’s house and, over the course of the 
book, spiral out to include an examination of Tamburlaine and Christopher Marlowe himself, 
interviews with Mercer’s family and associates and, finally, a visit to Malitia. Poley does not 
find out who killed Mercer, or why he was killed.  
A significant formal element of The Ibis Tapestry is the insertion, in both a narrative 
and metatextual sense, of Marlowe’s life and of his play, Tamburlaine. The section of the 
play most employed concerns the murder of four young virgins. In Marlowe’s play, 
Tamburlaine lays siege to Damascus. The governor sends four virgins outside the city walls 
to plead for the lives of the townspeople, but Tamburlaine orders the virgins killed. 
Afterwards, Tamburlaine’s wife-to-be, Zenocrate, laments their death (Tamburlaine Part 1. 
V. 1,2).  
Mercer, who is obsessed with Tamburlaine, writes and repeatedly dreams a 
contemporary version of the story in which four young virgins are sent out of a North African 
village to plead with a warlord, Ibn el-Tamaru, who orders they be shot. In Mercer’s dream 
version, one of the girls, Salma, survives. Crippled, she is taken in by Ibn el-Tamaru’s wife, 
Sarra. Together, the two women begin work on a tapestry which Sarra hopes will heal 
Salma’s trauma, if not her body. However, Ibn el-Tamaru destroys the tapestry and, instead 
of finding peace, Salma embraces bitterness and haunts Ibn el-Tamaru until his death.  
This is only one of the many connections between The Ibis Tapestry and Christopher 
Marlowe’s world, both fictionally, through the play Tamburlaine, and historically. For 
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example, Christo Mercer’s initials are the same as Marlowe’s. ‘Ibn-el-Tamaru’ is an anagram 
of Tamburlaine. The circumstances of Mercer’s murder parallel those of Marlowe’s: both 
were killed in an eating-house while dining with three men. One of the men dining with 
Marlowe was named Robert Poley. The list goes on. 
The use of Tamburlaine, including extended quotes from the play, expands the 
reading of The Ibis Tapestry, and the murder of the virgins and its aftermath may be taken as 
an allegory of the TRC. In both the play and Mercer’s dream, the murder of the virgins 
constitutes a war crime. Salma is its direct victim and in both versions the wives, Zenocrate 
and Sarra, suffer because of it. Sarra attempts to heal her own guilt by having Salma bead her 
pain and her story into the image of an ibis, a symbol of hope: ‘I saw hope as an ibis’, Salma 
writes in a later memoir (48). And Sarra tells Salma, in a comment directly applicable to the 
TRC: 
From the servants I heard that you’d brought the ibis. I heard them call you a child of 
hope. But I know there are wounds which never heal. Unseen, hidden wounds. 
Sometimes their pain is dimmed, sometimes, for years, there is no pain at all. But the 
wounds have not healed: they wait, bloody and raw. Those I cannot heal, though I can 
help you learn to accept them. In talking about them, describing them, there is a kind 
of hope. (48) 
 
But Ibn el-Tamaru, unrepentant, destroys the tapestry. His wife, Sarra, commits suicide and 
Salma, disabled and unwilling to forgive, is driven to hate and revenge. In doing so, she 
symbolises the consequence of the TRC’s failure to transcend the power of violence. In the 
central narrative, this theme is echoed in Mercer’s life: his inability to confess and be 
absolved of his apartheid-era crimes is expressed through his guilty dreams. Because of this 
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failure, too, the society personified by the narrator, Poley, and the people he encounters 
remains fractured and unfulfilled.70  
Less clear are the devices of writing back to the life of Marlowe and the insertion of 
the play Tamburlaine into The Ibis Tapestry. Are Tamburlaine and his modern-day 
incarnation, Ibn el-Tamaru, images of apartheid ‘warlords’? Do Tamburlaine’s territorial 
ambitions prefigure colonialism? As the academic, Professor Khufalo, says to Poley: ‘It’s 
right there in the Elizabethan age that the roots of imperialism took hold’ (87). Does the 
inclusion of a Revenge Tragedy prefigure the consequences of apartheid?71 I think all these 
readings stand. The writing back works allusively, throwing up possibilities and so, like 
Mercer’s death for Poley, Tamburlaine and the historical Marlowe become objects of 
investigation for the reader. Nicol’s anagrams and nominal games echo the puzzles and clues 
of classical, ratiocinative crime fiction – here doomed to remain unsolved.  
Marlowe’s life and play are two of many stories recounted in this novel, and the 
subject of stories is touched on in Salma’s written memoir. In it, she describes Sarra’s 
account of the ibis myth. ‘“Who you are,” [the ibis] warned our ancestors, “will be known by 
the tales you tell. These I cannot alter. But I shall judge you by them both in this world and 
the next.”’ (61). In The Ibis Tapestry stories are told in many ways, and in a narrative 
assemblage of voices and experiences. For example, to investigate Mercer’s death, Poley 
gathers information from Mercer’s records and as well as from recollections by people 
connected with him. These are presented in descriptions, interviews, newspaper archives, 
transcripts and taped recordings, even poems. Salma’s story, a written memoir, is staged in a 
 
70 It is telling that the victims are women. Truth commissions worldwide have been criticised for missing ‘the 
variation and complexity of the violence [against women] and its impact and for failing to analyse the record 
from a “gendered” perspective’ (Hayner 85). In South Africa, although some care was taken to respect the 
experience of women, the TRC’s final report, published shortly before The Ibis Tapestry, admitted a ‘blindness 
to the types of abuse predominantly experienced by women’ (vol. 4. chap. 10, pars. 144, 316). In the novel, 
crimes against women are similarly unacknowledged and in this symbolic aspect the aims of the TRC are seen 
to have failed. 
71 Nicol is interested in Revenge Tragedy. A section entitled ‘The Deal’ in the novel Payback (2008) is based on 
Webster’s The White Devil; and Power Play (2015) is a reworking of Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus. 
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magic realist key and contains within it other stories from other cultures. Added to this are 
voices from Poley’s own life, which change in register according to who ‘speaks’, and range 
from the bergies’ Cape vernacular to Boer’s old-man bluster. The stories and texts in The Ibis 
Tapestry reference the TRC, which received tens of thousands of accounts in different voices 
and registers. Through them, Nicol mimics in form what he does in narrative; he nominates 
the reader as detective and presents an array of evidence to be organised and understood in 
layered and gradual ways. Taken together with Nicol’s other literary devices, these stories 
provide an example of how South African crime writers cross genre boundaries to interrogate 
their society.  
Nicol’s formal experiments include manipulating crime fiction conventions. The 
novel’s structure as well as its plot is layered, and the magic-realist elements of its narrative 
are underpinned by a classic crime fiction arc, that of a detective searching for ‘truth’ about a 
murder. Here Nicol’s disruptions include incapacitating the abilities of the traditional 
detective and undermining the detection process itself. For example, Poley does not discover 
who killed Mercer. As he says, ‘I do not know what the truth is about Christo Mercer’s death. 
All I have are the facts and the theories’ (205). This self-conscious subversion of resolution 
draws our attention to the novel’s main treatise, the interrogation of truth, and the 
impossibility of recovering ‘the truth’ by research and recollection alone.72 
In their discussion of how the postmodern structure of The Ibis Tapestry subverts 
genre conventions, Titlestad and Kissack argue that if classic crime fiction can be identified 
with rationalist epistemology, its deconstruction draws our attention to the limits of the 
paradigm it expresses. While I think the division of crime fiction into ‘rationalist’ and ‘other’ 
is too general – it ignores substantial subgenres such as noir crime fiction – I do agree that 
 
72 Samuelson, for example, notes that in the section of the book titled ‘Truth’, Poley’s various interviews 
‘produce contradictory testimonies whose turbulence remains unsolved’. In this way, she argues, Nicol 
interrogates the notion of a single ‘truth’ (‘Cracked Vases’ 69). 
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The Ibis Tapestry deconstructs, and plays against, conventional crime fiction structures, and 
that in it Nicol consciously undermines rationalist epistemology. For example, Poley 
explicitly muses on the anti-rationalist nature of his detection, pointing out that researchers 
like him use imagination to fill gaps: ‘Start from facts, reality, what is known. When the gaps 
come, jump …’ (12). By disrupting genre convention in this way, Nicol uses his 
narrator/detective Poley ‘[to] draw readers’ attention to the limits of his method and deny 
them the comforts of an uncomplicated discovery and reconstruction of the events in Christo 
Mercer’s life’ (Titlestad and Kissack 62). This technique is exemplified in the book’s ending 
which consists of an extract from yet another story, Poley’s new ‘airport blockbuster’. In it, 
the criminal life of the murder victim, the arms dealer and war criminal Mercer, is 
glamorised. In the extract, Mercer has left the bed of a beautiful woman. He:  
‘zipped up his Levis and splashed an Armani fragrance on his cleanly shaven face. A 
glance at his Tag Heuer told him he had fifteen minutes to walk to the International 
Café, where no doubt the old warlord, as incorrigible as ever, would already be 
waiting for him. He slipped the small Beretta into the pocket of his Ralph Lauren 
linen jacket’. (209, 210) 
 
Here Nicol reveals his sophisticated use of discourse. He superimposes a parodic scene from 
a fictional thriller onto a fictional detective story, itself based on cloudy historical fact, to 
make a satiric and deeply cynical point: whatever truths may have once existed are now 
occluded by the commodification of criminal glamour. 
Through its subversion of form, The Ibis Tapestry moves beyond intellectual games 
and into the realm of trauma fiction. In an attempt to describe a terrible wound which can 
never be fully known, trauma fiction most usually incorporates a range of disruptive stylistic 
devices to represent ‘the rhythms, processes and uncertainties of trauma’ (Luckhurst 88). 
Whitehead lists these devices as, among others, ‘intertextuality, repetition and a dispersed or 
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fragmented narrative voice’ (86),73 all of which appear in The Ibis Tapestry. Other elements, 
too, suggest trauma: for example in the way the trauma wound haunts the survivor, in this 
case Mercer, who is troubled by recurring dreams and by the smell of onion which reminds 
him of a man he killed.74 Mercer as a perpetrator of apartheid crime is not a sympathetic 
trauma victim, but through its associations with the TRC, its metatextuality, and its many 
voices, the novel widens its depiction of trauma from the individual and into the collective, 
making the point that the whole community, both victims and perpetrators, are survivors of 
and suffer the consequences of trauma.75 
The form of The Ibis Tapestry thus confirms one of the novel’s key themes, that in 
recalling the truth of trauma, ‘art can represent what is not presentable under the rules of 
knowledge’ (Luckhurst 4). The novel thus achieves what trauma fiction always seeks to do: 
that is, to tell and have listened to a form of truth or truths that cannot be appreciated in any 
other way. While crime fiction, because of its set conventions, could be considered the 
opposite of trauma fiction, those same conventions when disrupted can accommodate and 
indicate the severity of trauma. This technique applies to other crime novels in South Africa, 
for example Beukes’ Zoo City (2010) – in which criminals are allocated animal ‘familiars’ – 
and Nicol’s own pastiche of Titus Andronicus, the novel Power Play (2015). Thus extreme 
social conditions force generic invention and intervention. 
 
The detective 
Poley, who investigates Mercer’s death, is not in any way a classic thriller hero, nor even an 
anti-hero of the noir or hard-boiled variety. He doesn’t win and he’s not tough. He acts alone, 
 
73 Other trauma scholars, for example, Luckhurst (88) and Caruth (5), make the same point. 
74 The ‘haunting’ power of trauma is described by Caruth (4ff); and the onion motif as deep memory is 
described by Samuelson (‘Cracked Vases’ 68). 
75 Gabrielle Schwab, for example, has written about the struggles of both victims and perpetrators (and 
subsequent generations) in the aftermath of trauma.  
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as many fictional detectives do, but only because his wife has kicked him out of the family 
home. Continuing the anti-rationalist theme, I would argue that Poley is one of the few 
fictional detectives who conforms to the definition of the ‘anti-detective’ as proposed by 
Naidu and Le Roux, and which was discussed in Chapter 1. Naidu and Le Roux argue that, in 
a destabilised society, reason fails. The anti-detective therefore asks many questions about 
society and its challenges, but cannot provide answers (Naidu and Le Roux 53, 54). In The 
Ibis Tapestry, Poley’s investigation of Mercer’s death follows this pattern, although Nicol 
uses the device in a strongly ironic, self-reflexive way.  
In fact, Poley’s personal life, as well as his unsuccessful investigation, show he lacks 
even the agency of an anti-detective. While he encounters characters from all levels of 
society, Poley cannot meaningfully connect with any of them, even those closest to him. 
Justine, his ex-wife, leaves him voicemail messages, and he finds it difficult to communicate 
with his son. He can only touch the victim, Salma, and the wife, Sarra, by reading their 
stories.  
Although he sleeps with Oumou Sangaré, a woman he meets in Malitia, Poley does 
not know her, and he realises he does not know himself either: ‘There’s also this: if I didn’t 
know Justine, what don’t I know about myself? Frightening’ (182); and a few lines later, 
‘That’s why we invent stories: the package approach to finding out what’s going on. It’s 
terrifying. We shouldn’t have to live in such suspense, for crying out loud’ (183). In social 
terms, this speaks to South Africa’s desperate need for answers and certainty. But The Ibis 
Tapestry does not offer hope. Poley lives in a fragmented society, in which there is no real 
communication between individuals or groups, where people are uncertain of their position in 
the world, and where history obscures, or prevents, interpretation of the present. Poley – 
unlike most conventional detectives – bumbles along, dealing with crises as they arise (his 
ex-wife bullying him; his son demanding to live with him). At the same time, through 
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researching Christo Mercer’s death, he tries to find a way of accommodating and 
representing ‘truth’. As Professor Khufalo tells him: 
The essence of truth lies not in facts, Robert, but in form. We’re convinced not by 
what is said, but by how it’s said. And sometimes, to arrive at a greater truth – 
something more truthful than what happened – our language forces us to, how shall I 
put it … invent? Yes. Invent: from the Latin, invenire, to come upon. In other words, 
narrative is a process of discovery. What we’re talking about are the steps taken 
towards a truth. So these inventions aren’t lies so much as explications. (147) 
 
It is thus up to art to reveal ‘a greater truth’, and obviously Nicol means us to include The Ibis 
Tapestry which, through form and content, presents an intellectual and sensory experience 
leading the reader to a version of truth ‘truer’ than fact or memory alone can provide.  
 A key point about Poley is that he is white. Ken Barris, in an article on guilt and 
amnesia in The Ibis Tapestry, asserts, ‘Instruments of reconciliation such as the TRC have 
not resolved the moral problem of being a white person in post-apartheid South Africa’ 
(46).76 Barris points to a ‘subtle identification’ between the murder victim Christo Mercer 
and Nicol, both of whom are literary men. Mercer, a gun-runner who has benefited from 
apartheid, suffers repressed guilt. This is expressed in his dreams as well as in depression and 
isolation. Barris argues that Nicol implicates himself in the collective and personal guilt of 
white South Africans: ‘[Nicol’s] stance is that merely by speaking out of whiteness as he 
does, his voice is implicated in collective rather than personal guilt. In effect, he implicates 
representation itself as a reflexive commentary on authorship by a white writer’ (51).  
 A problem inherent in this reading is that a narrator’s voice cannot be assumed to be 
that of its author, and thus the ‘subtle identification’ should first of all be between the murder 
victim (Mercer) and the narrator (Poley). Like Mercer, Poley lives as a privileged white man 
 
76 As discussed in Chapter 1, this thesis is mindful of whiteness theory. The ‘moral problem’ of whiteness – in 
South Africa and internationally – has been theorised by scholars such as Lopez, Ware, Steyn and Vice. 
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and seems unaware of culpability. He is self-absorbed and his concerns stretch only to his 
immediate environment. Nicol might well be offering Poley as a version of white South 
African attitudes at the time of writing, with Mercer as their darker, guilty and obsessed alter 
ego. 
 Yet Barris is correct in finding authorial connections, and it is typical of Nicol to 
operate on several levels. Like Poley, Nicol is an author and has been a ‘young reporter’ 
(121). Like Mercer, Nicol is a literary man and has been a poet. In fact, as Barris points out, 
the poems quoted in The Ibis Tapestry are by Nicol, and were published in the same journals 
as Mercer’s (50). This deepens the commentary: a white author, speaking from a position of 
privilege, inserts himself into the text. At the same time he depicts a character implicated in 
personal and/or collective guilt, expressed in a dislocated and neurotic life. By complicating 
the protagonist and referencing himself, Nicol broadens the issue of culpability to include all 
white South Africans, whatever their political views; and given most readers of crime fiction 
in South Africa are white and middle class, his message is doubly barbed. 
 In The Ibis Tapestry, Nicol uses formal devices to examine a society unable to 
reconstruct, and thus come to terms with its traumatic past. In Of Cops and Robbers, the 
novel discussed next, Nicol depicts that same society fifteen years later and shows how this 
failure has affected South Africa as a nation. 
 
Of Cops and Robbers (2013) 
Of Cops and Robbers is Nicol’s fourth crime novel and the first of a series of three (so far) 
that feature the same characters. It was well received, with reviewers labelling it ‘a gripping 
thriller, which is also an insight into a fascinatingly flawed society’ (Marcel Berlins, The 
Times); ‘South African surrealism with a garrotte’ (William Saunderson-Meyer, The Sunday 
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Times), and ‘some of the best hard-boiled crime fiction you could read’ (Sunday Times 
UK).77  
 Besides being entertaining, Of Cops and Robbers exemplifies an idea explored in The 
Ibis Tapestry, namely that artistic form, where ‘discovery and invention are synonymous’ 
(Titlestad and Kissack 62), is a valid way of determining truth and describing reality. It also 
illustrates crime fiction’s ability to address the collective, focusing as it does on society as a 
whole rather than following the trajectory of a single figure. As before, Nicol manipulates 
conventions and employs other literary devices to represent a community, critique its wrongs, 
and convey a sense of life in South Africa today. 
 
The structure 
Of Cops and Robbers is a thriller in the James Ellroy tradition: that is, fast, feverish and hard-
boiled. It also contains elements of the whodunit. More easily classifiable as crime fiction 
than The Ibis Tapestry, it displays some of the same techniques: disruption of the narrative 
arc, a multi-layered plot, an unconventional detective, the denial of resolution, and conscious 
exaggeration. Underpinning all of this is a tight, intricately thought-out structure which 
interweaves and counterpoints motifs and themes. 
 The complicated structure comprises eight main plotlines spread over 95 scenes and 
involving sixteen major characters. The plotlines are linked by consequence, character and 
theme. All of them concern crimes, and include the plunder of natural resources, international 
gold smuggling, witness assassination, paedophilia, murder, drugs, government spies and 
illegal street races. The crimes play out across past and present and across all levels of 
 




society. One plotline begins in the 1970s and describes the ruthless acts of an apartheid death 
squad; as the book progresses the action moves to the present day, to describe the 
assassination of each squad member. In another plotline, a character finds a stockpile of rhino 
horns from rhinos slaughtered during apartheid-era border wars and hatches a plan to steal 
and sell them.  
 No single character is involved in, or knows about, all the plotlines. Jacob Mkezi, a 
disgraced former police commissioner and the book’s chief villain, is involved in several of 
them, including the rhino horn deal. A paedophile, he abuses and later murders a young street 
boy. After he buys his son, Lord, a car, Lord crashes into another teenager in a drag race and 
kills him.  
 Fish Pescado, a private detective hired to find the teenager’s killer, is quickly told to 
drop the case but, in the best PI tradition, he persists. Other plotlines concern Fish’s 
girlfriend, Vicki Khan, who has a gambling addiction; Fish’s mother, who organises Chinese 
investment opportunities in South Africa; Fish’s friend Daro, who worries about the effects 
of local drug pushers on his daughter, and the actions of government spies and their 
mysterious bosses. Although in summary this sounds confusing, Nicol’s strong structural and 
temporal control leads the reader easily through the entertaining, sometimes gruesome and 
scathingly satiric text.  
 The multi-stranded, fragmented narrative structure mirrors a fragmented community 
governed by a new regime, as corrupt in its way as the last, in thrall to capitalism and driven 
by self-interest. Each of the sixteen main characters in Of Cops and Robbers is involved in 
some sort of illegal, immoral or shady activity. In this society, race is trumped by economics, 
and white and black players cooperate out of self-interest. Nicol emphasises the materialism 
of the new society by defining people in terms of the objects they own or desire, and the 
luxury or lack of it in the places they inhabit. Cars, for example, describe character: Mkezi 
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drives a Hummer and Vicki Khan, a red BMW sports car. Fish, who otherwise does not own 
or want much, drives an indulgent and quirky Cortina Perana V6, ‘red with a black interior, 
black stripe over the bonnet, alloy wheels. A mean machine, which gets the chicks hopping’ 
(22). Such an approach recalls Knight’s argument that hard-boiled crime fiction often depicts 
an age where consumerism rules and people are ‘morally neutral, devoid of expected values, 
and respond to physical stimuli only’ (Form and Ideology 188). My reading is darker, 
however, and I would argue that Nicol focuses on materialism in order to condemn and to 
imply the avarice and self-interest that accompanies it. 
 What is missing from society in this crime novel is law and order. Nobody expects 
justice from the state and nobody calls the police. In today’s South Africa, the police are 
considered ineffectual, as even a bergie knows: ‘The cops know nothing, my larnie. The 
cops’re a closed chapter’ (175). One policeman, a minor character, becomes involved in the 
action in an almost insignificant way, and then only unofficially, as a friend of Fish. In Of 
Cops and Robbers, Nicol shows what happens when the population does not believe in 
policing or a rule of law. Without coherent systems of justice, community disintegrates. 
When the state no longer enforces justice, then unless people act ethically, justice becomes 
revenge. By the end of the book, nine of the sixteen major characters are dead, murdered for 
profit, expedience or payback. Four more of the characters – all distasteful – remain 
untouched. As foreshadowed in The Ibis Tapestry, this is South Africa twenty years after the 
TRC, its great moral experiment of reconciliation by forgiveness descended into self-interest 
and violence.78 
 My argument, that Nicol manipulates generic conventions to make political points, is 
tested in two similar pieces on Of Cops and Robbers, both by De Kock. In them he 
 
78 For wider discussion on South Africa twenty years after the TRC, see Swart and Van Marle’s collection of 
essays on the subject. 
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emphasises the limitations of genre form while at the same time ingeniously justifying them. 
In the first piece, a review, he suggests considering genre conventions ‘through a Lukacsian 
lens of novelistic form as a mediation of social conditions’ (‘Hardboiled Noir’ par. 6). He 
labels this exercise ‘fictional adequation’. De Kock finds the ‘stylised typicalities’ which 
make for good thriller reading also ‘limit the range and scope of representing individual 
subjectivity, and they foreshorten the novel’s ability to probe social formations beyond 
formulaic patterns’ (pars. 2-6). Generic noir conventions, De Kock contends, contain a prior 
moral encoding that is expressed as a hardening towards an essentially degenerate urban or 
political scene (as evinced, for example, in the scepticism and wisecracking of hardboiled 
crime). The form ‘needs not look too deeply into questions of individual subjectivity or 
characterological complexity’ (par. 19) as it responds directly to the political landscape. De 
Kock names this feature ‘adequation of form’. He argues that a novel’s adequation of form is 
matched to its social content and that ‘the current style of political machinations … don’t 
deserve much more than a noir response’ (par. 19). I agree that Nicol uses what De Kock 
calls the ‘generic tics’ of the thriller, that is, characters who are more stereotyped than 
complex, black humour, violent action and government corruption; but I argue that in the 
hands of writers such as Nicol they are forensic tools rather than blunt instruments. 
 In Of Cops and Robbers, Nicol manipulates generic conventions in a highly self-
conscious way, to both critical and satiric ends. Take the example De Kock gives in his 
second article (‘South African Crime Fiction’): in the ‘rhino horn’ plotline, a game park 
owner discovers a cache of horns in Angola, said to have been harvested by South African-
backed forces during the border wars of the 1970s (and based on a real event). This crime and 
its plotline, in which Jacob Mkezi conspires to steal and sell the horns rather than declare 
them, demonstrates how, both during and after apartheid, personal greed trumps national 
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interest. Nicol thus protests the corruption of modern South Africa, arguing that it is as evil, if 
in a different way, as the corruption of apartheid.  
 De Kock’s analysis does not mention another, minor, plotline, also involving rhino 
horns. In a scene replete with black humour two Cape Flats gangsters, Seven and Jouma, 
break into the South African Museum, kill the guard who helps them, and detach the horn of 
a stuffed rhino, which they intend to sell. This scene ironically counterpoints and adds depth 
to the other rhino plotline by showing how crime permeates all levels of society and provides 
insight into the casual cruelty (and particularly ‘Cape’ dialect) of Cape Flats gangs. As a 
satirical aside, it also points out that South African resources have been plundered since 




Through the figure of the detective, Nicol explores an important question in present-day 
South Africa about what constitutes ethical behaviour in a society governed by self-interest, 
and where the rule of law has been corrupted. 
 In a 2014 essay, De Kock notes that many writers have tried to define the 
postapartheid virtuous citizen, and includes in a long list J.M. Coetzee, Nadine Gordimer, 
Zakes Mda, Henrietta Rose-Innes and Michiel Heyns, as well as South Africa’s best-known 
crime writers. He notes, ‘Imaginative work … seemed especially keen to probe the problem 
of the “virtuous” individual – and the limits or pressures brought to bear in defining such 
virtue – as a litmus test for the health of the social body at large’ (‘From the Subject of Evil’ 
 
79 And in another ironic twist, Rhodes himself, or at least his statue, was detached from its University of Cape 
Town plinth in the #Rhodesmustfall protests of 2015, in which students demanded the dismantling of bastions 
of white privilege, including universities. 
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15). In Of Cops and Robbers, this issue is explored through Fish Pescado, PI. He is the 
novel’s ethical exception, and its agent of justice:  
Fish: Bartolomeu Pescado on his birth certificate. Nowadays has this discreet earring 
in his right lobe. His wild surfer hair, his quick eyes, his earring is how you notice 
Fish Pescado for the first time. Fish to his friends, for obvious reasons. Bartolomeu 
after the Portuguese explorer. No one but his mother called him Bartolomeu. By way 
of earning a crust Fish’s an investigator with not too much work on the go (6). 
 
Fish is not a deeply drawn character and does not develop in the course of this book, or in 
any of the later ones in which he appears. This is true of other characters as well, and is 
indicative of Nicol’s focus on milieu and ensemble. Nicol is more concerned with how Fish 
functions in society and by making him a private eye, sets him up against some conventional 
tropes. Fish has elements of the hard-boiled hero. To some extent an outsider, he is a dropout 
who would rather be surfing. Unlike nearly every other character, however, he is not 
motivated entirely by self-interest. He is loyal and honourable. In the best hard-boiled 
tradition, he is chivalrous and pursues justice for the weak despite personal threat and lack of 
reward. On the other hand, he is technically a criminal who earns a living home-delivering 
marijuana although, given the scale of crime in the book, this qualifies as legitimate business. 
In a corrupt society, and in the noir and hard-boiled tradition, each citizen must construct 
their own moral compass.  
 In classic hard-boiled fiction, the detective usually displays some sort of strength, 
either through machismo or intellect, which translates into some measure of success in 
solving the crime or forcing resolution. Fish, however, is hampered by a lack of agency and 
Nicol demonstrates this structurally because Fish is not the focus of the book. Several 
plotlines take place without him, and his minor investigation into who caused the death of the 
boy at the drag race is only partially successful. When he identifies the killer as Lord, son of 
Jacob Mkezi, he forces Lord to give the boy’s parents money, but he cannot control the 
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amount and they receive a laughably small sum. Without agency, Fish cannot be described as 
a true hard-boiled hero, but neither does he conform to Naidu and Le Roux’s identification of 
South African anti-detectives as characterised by ‘bungling and tortured psyches’ (41). Fish 
is not tortured. He is more or less happy, pragmatic and getting on with his small, suburban 
life. His vision is determinedly local and he is not, like Chandler’s Philip Marlowe, ‘the 
archetype of the educated urban alien’ (Knight Form and Ideology 161). He is comfortable in 
his own skin and engages with society, but only with the small sliver that satisfies him. He 
has opted out of a life built on either organised business or government, and is thus also 
removed from the endemic corruption in both areas. If this is Nicol’s take on a virtuous 
citizen and, as De Kock puts it, ‘a litmus test for the health of the social body at large’ (‘From 
the Subject of Evil’ 15), then the view is pessimistic: virtue, it seems, derives from a 
Candide-like concentration on one’s own small world and a passive acceptance of the status 
quo. 
 As in The Ibis Tapestry, Nicol denies the reader resolution. This diversion from 
convention is not specific to South Africa, however, and in many crime novels, globally, 
victories are partial, temporary, and do not address larger evils. (This classic hard-boiled 
trope appears, for example, as early as 1929, in Hammett’s Red Harvest). Nicol pushes the 
convention further. In Of Cops and Robbers, the detection strand appears relatively late, a 
third of the way into the book, and is basically a one-step process overshadowed by other, 
larger crimes. Fish’s success is so small and so local that it highlights the scale of crimes not 
discovered or redressed, including the disappearance of his friend, Daro Attilane, killed as a 
result of crimes he committed during apartheid. Fish never finds out the truth about what 
happened to Daro and this is emphasised in the book’s last line, spoken by Fish: ‘We don’t 
know for sure’ (393). Two elements in the sentence carry particular weight. The first is the 
use of the collective ‘we’. Fish speaks for his society, not just for himself, and this widens the 
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import of the second point, that of not knowing ‘for sure’, which refers to the instability 
caused by South Africa’s failure to expose and thus cauterise past atrocities, whose legacies 
thus bleed into the present day. If past crimes are not resolved, it is suggested, the present 
remains provisional and ‘virtuous citizenship’ becomes meaningless. 
 
Of Cops and Robbers as protest fiction 
In addition to experimenting with structural conventions, Nicol stretches the hard-boiled 
language of the thriller to its limit. In doing so, he conjures the dynamism and violence of 
urban South Africa and, together with its content, takes Of Cops and Robbers into the realm 
of political protest, in the tradition of anti-apartheid activist fiction.  
 A close reading of the opening of Of Cops and Robbers gives insight into Nicol’s 
technique:  
The Icing Unit, November 1977 
 
They come down the street in a baby-shit yellow Ford Granada, going slowly, 
checking out the houses. A whisper of exhaust smoking from the tailpipe. A growl 
like the pipe is rusted, holed somewhere near the box. 
Four men in the car, all wearing sunglasses. The driver’s got on racing gloves, olive-
coloured racing gloves. The thing about him, his face’s huge and red, he’s known as 
the Fisherman. 
The man behind him’s leaning back, his face in shadow. A cigarette hanging on his 
lower lip. A cigarette he keeps there like he’s breathing through it. He’s got mad wild 
surfer-blond hair. 
The one in the passenger seat has his fingers steepled, but not in prayer or 
contemplation. 
The man behind him sports a rictus grin standard on his face, his arm’s out the 
window, big glitzy rings on every finger. 




The piece above, besides confirming the novel’s hard-boiled credentials, immediately 
establishes setting: the suburbs, with a car that is of its era but, like the men inside it, 
damaged and threatening, out of place in this milieu. The men are dangerous, unsophisticated 
and unruly. The description focuses on objects and details, but in a scattergun way: nearly 
every noun has a descriptor. This, as well a torrent of sensory words such as ‘rumble’, 
‘whisper’, ‘growl’, ‘glitzy’, ‘snazzy’ and ‘baby-shit’, convey a sense of motion, instability 
and aggression. Observations and colours pile one on another to present a filmic, threatening 
scene. 
At the same time the prose contains a jivey, demotic sense of how people think and 
talk in a particular place. For example, ‘The thing about him …’, ‘his arm’s out the window’, 
‘mad wild surfer-blond hair’. In its excess the tone comes close to pulp fiction, and 
consciously so. In 1991, Nicol published A Good-Looking Corpse, an account of Drum 
magazine, a South African publication aimed mainly at black readers. Drum was important 
during the 1950s in particular, becoming the voice of township South Africa and carrying the 
hopes of black resistance. It included short stories by black South Africans, that often 
emulated American pulp fiction. Here is an extract from one story, ‘The White Dahlia’ 
(1953), by Arthur Mogale: 
As I hear a self-starter whine a hundred yards back, I switch on the ignition and kick 
down the accelerator. She’s been looked after good; she roars to life, and I let her roll. 
I forget about Diamond Lil for a minute. She slams down the footbrake when we get 
to forty m.p.h. and I almost kiss the windshield as the car jerks to a stop. 
I give her a judo-chop with my hand on the back of her neck and start the engine up. 
The Buick jumps forward and she slumps on to the floorboards, paralysed from the 
neck downwards. 





This extract owes much to hard-boiled pulp fiction, and Nicol’s prose contains echoes of its 
staccato rhythms and immediacy (although in Nicol’s case, exaggerated and adorned) to offer 
what Amid defines as ‘a virtuoso understanding of the synchrony of form and content’ 
(‘Staring Down the Barrel’ 29). Nicol thus uses frenetic language to conjure the rhythms of 
urban South Africa which, in its energy, demands exaggeration. 
 Globally, crime fiction – particularly hard-boiled crime fiction – has long been 
recognised as politically engaged because, although the line between legal and criminal 
activity is often blurred, the protagonist usually struggles against civic and corporate 
corruption. In South Africa, however, crime fiction has been drawn into a particular history, 
that of apartheid-era protest writing, in which both black and white writers took as a first 
principle the need to oppose the apartheid regime. Apartheid-era resistance literature saw 
itself as having social and political responsibility, and the sense that serious literature should 
continue that responsibility overlapped into the post-apartheid period. When crime fiction 
became popular it was evaluated in this light, igniting what became known as the ‘genre snob 
debate’.80 In this debate, some commentators criticised crime fiction as being reductive and 
commercial and blamed crime writers for rejecting their resistance responsibility. Titlestad 
and Polatinsky, for example, expressed their disapproval of Nicol’s decision to move from 
literary fiction to crime fiction and ‘the comforts of a formulaic entertainment that turns on a 
wry and worldly acceptance of a corrupt post-apartheid society’ (269). Other critics rebutted 
this view, and De Kock, provocatively, went further, claiming a direct link to apartheid-era 
literature whereby ‘crime thrillers may have come to stand in for what used to be seen as 
“political” or “engaged” fiction’ (‘From the Subject of Evil’ 1). 
 
80 See Lynda Gilfillan’s piece ‘Orford’s Challenge to the Genre Snobs’ (2011). 
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 Underlying De Kock’s statement is the premise that in South Africa the current 
regime is as corrupt, in its own way, as the apartheid regime,81 and that crime writers have 
taken on the burden of exposing that corruption, as writers like Gordimer, Brink, Small, and 
Tlali did during apartheid. De Kock is generalising. While many crime novels critique 
aspects of modern-day South Africa, only a very few, in content and register, operate in the 
same way as apartheid-era resistance literature. I suggest that Of Cops and Robbers is one of 
these and it does so through its content, which describes and thus exposes corruption in high 
places; and by its language, which carries a sense of urgency and moral outrage. 
 Bethlehem has discussed the notion of ‘urgency’ in apartheid-era literature. She 
points out that many writers and critics have posited ‘urgency’ as the necessary correlative 
and consequence of political commitment’ (‘A Primary Need’ 365), and that black and white 
writers felt compelled to expose – particularly by literary realism – and thereby oppose, the 
regime. While her argument centres on the academy’s narrow appreciation, in literary terms, 
of this ‘rhetoric of urgency’, she does acknowledge the many voices that stressed the urgency 
of literary protest at that time, a drive so powerful that De Kock describes it as ‘a primary 
need as strong as hunger’ (367). In Of Cops and Robbers, Nicol’s writing exhibits precisely 
this urgency in a discourse that is based on, but heightens and exaggerates, realism, and 
which in its ferocity becomes a form of protest. In highlighting how present-day crimes 
parallel apartheid crimes, and past and present crimes act on present-day society, and 
particularly in intensifying the language of hard-boiled crime fiction, Nicol makes Of Cops 




81 As Rose puts it, there is a belief, shared by many, ‘that the past has not been assuaged and that the present 
dispensation is a form of treachery’ (4). 
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Using real life, and distance 
In Chapter 1, I considered how South African crime writers manipulate form to represent 
their society, and how they manage a sensationalist genre in a country beset by real-life crime 
and noted for extremes. I argued that techniques include moving away from realism by the 
use of exaggeration and overstatement, stretching genre boundaries and, paradoxically, 
moving closer to real life by blending fiction and non-fiction. In Of Cops and Robbers, Nicol 
employs some of these techniques. He represents sensational actuality in two specific ways: 
first, he draws on real-life sensation, basing much of the story on actual events; and at the 
same time, in seeming opposition, he moves away from realism, as he did in The Ibis 
Tapestry. 
 Many events and characters in Of Cops and Robbers are based on real life. For 
example, the apartheid government death squad, the Icing Unit, is based on actual apartheid 
death squads and the crimes they committed, such as government killings on the notorious 
Vlakplaas farm82 and the assassination of the Cradock Four.83 The plot to steal a cache of 
rhino horns is based on fact: during the 1970s and 80s, when wars were fought along the 
border between Angola and Namibia, rhino and elephant populations were decimated by 
South African-supported troops allegedly trading rhino horn and ivory for weapons. Dr Gold, 
an apartheid-era character involved in moving South Africa’s gold holdings overseas, is 
based on apartheid-era finance minister Nico Diederichs. 84 
 Apart from their sensationalist value, Nicol uses historic events to set the past against 
the present, and the narrative oscillates between them. The first two-thirds of Of Cops and 
 
82 Vlakplaas is a farm near Pretoria. It served as the headquarters of the South African Police Counterinsurgency 
Unit during apartheid. The unit functioned as a paramilitary hit squad that captured political opponents of the 
apartheid government and either ‘turned’ (converted) or executed them. www.sahistory.org.za/dated-
event/vlakplaas-commander-testifies-harms-commission-about-secret-police-killings-1981 . 
83 On 27 June 1985, four anti-apartheid activists from the town of Cradock were intercepted by the South 
African security police, who killed them and burned their bodies. 
www.saha.org.za/news/2010/June/commemorating_the_cradock_four_25_years_later.htm . 
84 The Author’s Note in Of Cops and Robbers lists the real-life events referenced in the novel. 
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Robbers features events set in the 1970s and 80s and describes crimes perpetrated by the 
Icing Unit. The latter section of the book focuses on the present-day murders, one by one, of 
Icing Unit members, although it is difficult to tell whether their deaths are driven by revenge 
or a desire by the postapartheid regime to keep secret their own involvement in apartheid-era 
crimes. Less obviously, present-day life is measured against the past, and sometimes found 
wanting: the mixed-race mother of the boy killed in the drag race says, ‘Blacks can’t run a 
country. Look at what’s going on. All the scandals. The young people can’t get jobs. This is 
not our country anymore’ (185).85 Finally, Nicol parallels apartheid crimes with present-day 
skulduggery: in the former, the state-organised death squad is sent to murder opponents of the 
apartheid regime; in the latter, athe government spy, Mart Velaze, is instructed by the 
disembodied voice of his superior to watch and influence events, including to commit 
murder. The point is to weigh apartheid against the present, find the present as terrible as the 
past and by exposing it, protest against it. 
 In a review of Of Cops and Robbers, Amid considers how Nicol employs hard-boiled 
genre conventions (the language, the knight-errant detective) to produce a work at once 
ironic, politically pointed, grotesque and playful. In fact, Amid argues, the book is essentially 
playful. This, he says, is exemplified in the many games featured in the book, as well as the 
‘cops and robbers’ of the title, whose conjoined terms recognise a crime-drenched world and 
‘the blurred lines between those supposed to enforce the law and those that flout it’ (‘Staring 
Down the Barrel’ par. 14). Amid points to the range of allusions, from Goethe to the Dixie 
Chicks, and notes that ‘Nicol makes no claim with his crime novels to any kind of realism in 
the strictest formal sense. The consolations of the genre trump the need to stick to the facts 
…’ (par. 49). Many of Amid’s observations accord with mine, and I have argued that Nicol 
adapts genre conventions to political and social ends. I contend, however, that Nicol uses 
 
85 This attitude illustrates the complicated application of whiteness in South Africa. 
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them in a much more serious way than Amid allows. While I agree that Nicol’s attitude is 
both knowing and playful, I don’t think his movement away from realism means he embraces 
‘the consolations of the genre’. Instead, he refuses those consolations: the games and self-
conscious cleverness are used to draw attention to genre conventions and to create, as in The 
Ibis Tapestry, a sort of verfremdungseffekt which focuses attention on his ideas, while 
underpinning and ironically deepening the dark world he reveals.  
 
The Nicol novels studied here provide extreme examples of how generic crime conventions 
may be employed or subverted to make social points, or – as The Ibis Tapestry argues – to 
achieve a ‘truer’ vision of a place and time than may be achieved by fact or recollection. 
Nicol’s seemingly chaotic structures, uncharacteristic detectives, lack of resolution and 
aggressive language accurately conjure the extremes of a postapartheid South Africa 
suffering the consequences of its failed dream of reconciliation.   
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Coda: Present Tense 
Here I declare a personal interest. I grew up in Cape Town as white and middle-class and left 
in the 1970s, intending never to go back to that beautiful, treacherous place. But the Cape is 
in my bones and so in 2011 I returned, and have visited annually since. By 2011, of course, 
everything had changed, and every year things change faster. And every year, as I watch 
people I know – white, older, middle-class South Africans, for the most part – try to 
configure their place in this landscape, I wonder how they see themselves and how their city 
understands itself, both in Africa and the larger world. In Present Tense, the novel which 
follows, I approach these questions creatively. 
One of my themes is thus the notion of white identity in South Africa. Neither Brown 
nor Nicol foregrounds this issue. Coldsleep Lullaby considers aspects of racial oppression, 
but race is not a critical element in Solace, although it presents as a feature of everyday life. 
Neither Nicol’s The Ibis Tapestry nor Of Cops and Robbers directly explores racial themes. 
The former deals with white guilt, but one of the fundamental points in the latter is that South 
African society is multiracial in the sense that both black and white characters are equally 
mercenary.86 As noted in Chapter 1, the lessening focus on race echoes a general conceptual 
shift in South African literature from the early 2000s to what some term a post-transitional 
literature characterised by, among other things, a sloughing off of the inward looking, 
exceptionalist attitudes of the past and a turning outward towards the world. 
 My observation is that, on the ground, movement is slow. Race is still divisive and 
many white South Africans seem unable to adjust to the ‘blendings, interconnections, 
hybridities and ambiguities that characterise post-transitional South African cultural 
 
86 As Amid has it, in his review Of Cops and Robbers, ‘everyone is on the take, grafting as hard as they can’ 
(‘Staring Down the Barrel’ par. 9). 
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formations’ (Frenkel and Mackenzie 5).87 They find themselves politically and socially less 
powerful while at the same time continuing to enjoy privileges denied to the bulk of the 
poorer, mainly black, population. The slow rate of change has attracted increasing anger, 
visible for example in protests by students who have torn down colonial statues and 
demonstrated (among other things) against a continuing ethos of white supremacy.88 
 My experience is shared by Christopher Hope, also an ex-South African. On a visit to 
South Africa in 2018 he observed: 
Black people were more and more unforgiving; Whites were angry and baffled, 
redundant or demonized, their choices narrowing to psychic withdrawal, or the Great 
Trek in reverse, as they faced up to loss not just of power but of meaning and 
substance, of being slowly but surely moved on, and out’. (xi) 
 
This last point, of white South Africans feeling a loss of meaning, was brought home to me 
during the 2016 Open Book Festival, an annual literary festival in Cape Town. It included a 
session entitled ‘On My Mind – Whiteness’, in which an (all-white) panel discussed whether 
it was time for white writers in South Africa to ’shut up’, that is, to stop writing altogether, 
because ‘nobody wants to hear from white privilege any more’.89 
 Whatever their colour, all South Africans face challenges brought about by extreme 
social change. Whites in South Africa are still privileged, and the discomfort felt by people I 
know is generational as well as racial. But I wanted to explore what I saw and heard, and in 
 
87 Steyn, for example, notes that the process of adjustment post-1994 involves ‘a substantial reframing of social 
identities’. Regarding white South Africans, she states, ‘The buttresses that held white identity in place in the 
old South Africa have collapsed, and new frames of understanding have to be found. The political and social 
pressures within the country militate against “whiteness” and push to deconstruct the taken-for-granted 
privileges of being at the centre of power’ (199). 
88 Reported, for example, in articles such as this: www.economist.com/middle-east-and-
africa/2016/02/18/whiteness-burning . 
89 The quote is from the panel facilitator, Andrew Brown. The rest of the panel comprised Nathan Taylor, 
student; Dennis Davis, High Court judge, and Tarryn Naude, writer. (Open Book Festival, 4 September 2016. 
The session is available on YouTube, on www.youtube.com/watch?v=cjYFKsLntig ). 
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Present Tense I do so through the police-detective, Schalk Lourens, and in the use of Cape 
Town as a setting. 
 
Schalk Laurens 
In Present Tense, I portray the life of an ordinary South African who is still affected by the 
past but trying to adjust to the present. Like Brown, I chose to write a police procedural, the 
most ‘ordinary’ – in the sense of everyday – expression of the crime genre. Like Brown, I 
mostly follow the conventions of that sub-genre and, like him, create a protagonist old 
enough to have experienced apartheid. My policeman is a detective named Schalk Lourens. 
Unlike Brown’s Eberard Februarie, Schalk Lourens is white. In South Africa, even white 
identities are complicated and to show this I gave Schalk Lourens the same name as a 
fictional Boer farmer, the narrator of famous short stories by Herman Charles Bosman 
(1905–1951). Bosman’s stories are deceptively simple and folksy, although Bosman himself 
was complicated and cosmopolitan. Like my detective, he was half-Afrikaans, and his 
identity thus spanned the two white South African ‘tribes’ that have been at odds with each 
other, and sometimes at war, for centuries. Bosman had a violent and scandal-ridden life,90 
and the contradictions surrounding him and his writing spoke to me of white South Africa 
and its complexities. 
 Another reason for choosing the name Schalk Lourens is its link to the past. Bosman’s 
‘Oom Schalk’ stories are set in the time of the Boer War (1899–1902) and, like Brown and 
Nicol, I wanted to show how the past has affected the present. The sins of apartheid have not 
been expunged and so the plot of Present Tense centres on past crimes that surface in the 
 
90 In 1926 Bosman shot dead his step-brother. He was sentenced to hang but this was later commuted to ten 
years hard labour, of which he served five. 
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present day. Here I echo Nicol’s response in Of Cops and Robbers, and base some of my 
story on actual historical events.  
 Schalk Lourens’s journey also suggests the effect of apartheid on morality and 
emotional intelligence. As Samantha Vice points out, ‘under conditions of oppression, both 
the oppressed and the oppressors are morally damaged’ (325). In Present Tense, Schalk 
Lourens makes poor choices, personal as well as professional, which stem from his stunted 
emotional awareness. This adds another dimension to Naidu and Le Roux’s idea of the anti-
detective. If, as they argue, a lack of law and order infrastructure skews the professional 
ability of detectives (53), then a lack of moral infrastructure skews their emotional abilities as 
well. They are unable to work out who to trust; and this is the case in Present Tense. 
 Schalk Lourens shares some characteristics with Eberard Februarie, and with fictional 
hard-boiled detectives in general. He is haunted by guilt.91 He is personally unhappy, and he 
comes up against an unsympathetic system. Unlike them, and unlike Eberard Februarie, I 
wanted to show that Schalk Lourens’s situation stems not only from his past but also from his 
difficulty in adjusting to the present. I tried to show, through his journey, the moral confusion 
felt by some whites in South Africa today, and their struggle to belong, and contribute 
ethically, to the new country. 
 
Cape Town 
Cape Town is a popular locale for crime fiction.92 Beside Present Tense, both Brown’s 
Solace and Nicol’s Of Cops and Robbers are set there. Cape Town’s spatial and social 
 
91 Although Present Tense can in no way be described as trauma fiction, Schalk Lourens is haunted by past 
events and thus exhibits thoughts and feelings common to trauma survivors. Both Caruth and Whitehead discuss 
this aspect of trauma behaviour.    
92 In 2013, Claudia Drawe asserted that Cape Town was ‘the most popular locale for crime fiction’ in South 
Africa (186). Since then, however, the range of settings has broadened, and it is difficult to say if her assertion 
still holds true. 
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structures lend themselves to crime fiction, and its challenges in becoming an African city 
exemplify some of the themes I explore. 
 The urban landscape is a significant trope in crime fiction and the city is, as Horsley 
claims, ‘one of the defining features of the hard-boiled novel’ (Twentieth-Century 71). In 
hard-boiled crime fiction, the city is a place of dark secrets and ambiguities. It is threatening 
and uncontainable, in contrast to the country houses and locked rooms of earlier, ratiocinative 
crime fiction. It is therefore fundamentally unknowable and ‘able to be grasped only in a 
fragmentary way’ (71). It has two sides, a public and a private, and one of the tasks of the 
hard-boiled detective is to navigate and chart this divide. As Lucy Andrew and Catherine 
Phelps note, crime writers ‘illuminate the connections between the shady and respectable 
faces of the city and, consequently, point to the disturbing duality of the urban space’ (2). 
 In Cape Town, this convention plays out differently. Unlike the urban spaces 
described above, Cape Town’s divides are overt and geographically defined. The areas 
around the foothills of Table Mountain have, since the seventeenth century, housed the 
affluent and privileged, while the poorer – almost always black – citizens have been pushed 
to the less attractive outskirts.93 During apartheid this division was legislated, and Cape 
Town’s ‘non-white’ citizens were banished to colour-coded areas in outlying regions. The 
resulting communities have suffered from poverty and crime, including gang culture.  
 These physical divisions are yet to be demolished because, as stated earlier, what was 
once dictated by race is now enforced by economics. After their long separation, the divided 
areas are largely unknown to each other and so constitute several cities, each with its own 
complexities. Moreover, divides between public and private are complicated by a multiplicity 
of racial, economic and ethnic nuances, as well as the traditional schisms between black and 
 
93 For a literary reading of Cape Town from the time of the Dutch East India Company to its postapartheid 
present, see Samuelson, ‘(Un)Lawful Subjects of Company’ (2014).  
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white, oppressed and oppressor, squalor and beauty, and vulnerability and safety (relative 
safety now, as crime extends from the townships into the city proper).  
 Present Tense, like Solace and Of Cops and Robbers, makes use of the city’s physical 
and social divides, and detectives in these novels move across them. They all, for example, 
venture at some point into the townships, although none of them belongs there. In these 
novels, however, people in townships are seen not as threats but as either the victims of crime 
(Of Cops and Robbers, Present Tense) or as members of authentic, embracing communities 
(Solace). This is at odds with the real-life attitude of many Capetonians living in privileged 
areas: for them, threats and dangers are seen to come not from within the city but from 
‘outside’, from the ever-encroaching neglected and deprived ‘black’ areas. Perhaps this 
literary treatment indicates liberal leanings on the part of the writers, or perhaps it indicates a 
more inclusive, post-transitional, viewpoint. 
 Cape Town’s response to postapartheid change may be seen as a paradigm of white 
South Africa’s struggle to reinvent itself. Bethlehem notes that ‘the transition to democracy 
in South Africa is nowhere more palpable than in the transformation of its cities’ (‘Continuity 
and Change’ 10), and Cape Town has been slower than other cities to manage this 
transformation. In addition to the physical divides described above, Cape Town has always 
set itself apart from the rest of the nation. It hosted South Africa’s oldest white settlement, 
and has been reluctant to cast off its European ties and its Eurocentric privilege. It has 
traditionally perceived itself as more cosmopolitan, more liberal, and more civilized than its 
northern counterparts.94 This has strengthened the city’s insularity within Africa and slowed 
its movement towards creating an ‘African’ identity in the global sphere. Like many of its 
 
94 For example, as Achille Mbembe et al state, ‘the city élite prefers to imagine the southern tip of the southern 




citizens, Cape Town finds itself out of step with the rest of the country and the larger 
continent.  
 Both Brown and Nicol, in different ways, represent Cape Town as dystopic. Brown 
stages Cape Town as an extension of Eberard’s state of mind in noir scenes of sleazy decay. 
Nicol shows a corporate city governed by commerce and self-interest. Neither writer explores 
another dimension of Cape Town, namely the ties of its citizens to its beauty and raffishness. 
Crime fiction frequently creates detectives who love, and belong in, certain cities, and who 
map the topography and culture of those cities for readers: Donna Leon’s Guido Brunetti in 
Venice, for example, or Peter Temple’s Jack Irish in Melbourne. In South Africa, to some 
extent, Meyer’s Benny Griessel falls into this category.  
 Schalk Lourens has grown up in Cape Town and is emotionally attached to it, and 
particularly to its monolithic totem, Table Mountain. In Present Tense I wanted to convey not 
only the city he loves, but also his sense of loss and dislocation in his present-day experience 
of it. Cape Town has changed, and he feels excluded. He is unsure about whether he still 
belongs, or indeed how much of the city is still ‘his’. Thus, when I described places through 
his eyes, I included thoughts of how they used to be, compared with how they are now; and I 
made him an outsider when he comes across scenes of people enjoying themselves. More 
broadly, through his experiences I wanted to capture a snapshot of what Cape Town is like 
right now, what Turnbull describes as ‘a sense that only in that spot at that time could those 
things have happened to those people’ (‘Are We There Yet?’ 59). 
 
Through the close study of the techniques by which Brown and Nicol represent challenges 
facing South Africa today, and in the writing of Present Tense (which follows), I have sought  
to inform an understanding of how crime fiction writers use the genre form to address social 
issues. The novels discussed here are united in their interrogation of a country recovering 
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from trauma, and in the effects of that trauma on individuals and the collective; and it would 
be interesting to know if and how their concerns and techniques translate to other countries 
shaped by social trauma. As Matze and Muhleisen note, ‘postcolonial texts … suggest that 
power and authority can be investigated through the magnifying glass of other knowledges, 
against the local or global mainstream, past and present, or against potential projections of a 
dominant group and a (neo-)imperial West’ (5). The crime genre, with its mainstream and 
internationally recognised templates, forms one such interesting ‘other knowledge’.  
 Such work, which calls for comparison, is important because stories of a country 
emerging from atrocity have much to offer on a global level. Indeed, the use of 
internationally recognised conventions suggests implications which reach beyond South 
Africa, and that space invites further investigation. Few critics have considered South African 
crime fiction beyond its own borders.95 If studies such as this were taken into the wider 
continent and beyond, they would not only invite consideration of how crime writers use 
conventions to conjure up the realities of a particular society but also help envisage the future 
wellbeing of other, similar, societies.  
 
95 As far as I know, Rinka Primorac’s ‘Whodunnit in Southern Africa’ (2011), is the only work to consider 
South African crime fiction in relation to other African countries. Primorac offers readings of four English-
language crime novels, from South Africa, Zambia and Botswana. More broadly, some compilations of 
postcolonial or transcultural crime fiction include stand-alone essays on South African crime fiction: for 
example Matzke and Muhleisen’s Postcolonial Postmortems (2006) includes essays on Botswanan crime fiction 
and on Wessel Ebersohn; and Krajenbrink and Quinn’s Investigating Identities: Questions of Identity in 





Amandla Lit. ‘Power’. Rallying cry, esp. of the ANC during apartheid 
An ou kan maar only hope A man can only hope 
ANC 
African National Congress, political party currently in government 
in South Africa 
Apartheid 
Government laws in South Africa, 1948-1994, which segregated 
and oppressed the non-white population  
Askari 
In South Africa, a member of the ANC who changed sides and 
joined the apartheid government's police force 
Baas Boss 
Bakkie Ute; pickup truck 
Bedonnerd Bloody-minded; full of nonsense 
Bergie Homeless tramp 
Bietjie Little bit 
Bladdy Bloody (used to express annoyance or for emphasis) 
Bly stil Keep quiet 
Bobotie Traditional Afrikaans dish 
Boer Lit. ‘farmer’. Sometimes derogatory 
Boet Brother 
BOSS 
Bureau of State Security. The secret organisation responsible for 
national security during apartheid 
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Boykie Lit. ‘little boy’. Used in the same sense as ‘sonny’ 
Braai Barbeque 
Castle Local beer 
Chommies Buddies 
Commission, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission 
Coons Offensive term for black people 
DA Democratic Alliance. Political party 
Dagga Marijuana 
Doek Headscarf 
Doos Lit. ‘box’. Stupid person, idiot 
Doppies Cartridge cases 
Dorp Small country town or village 
Draai Turn 
EFF Economic Freedom Fighters. Political party 
En wie is jy? And who are you? 
Fok Fuck 
Gat Arse 
Hardegat Lit. ‘hard-arsed’. Stubborn, tough 
Hou jou in Restrain yourself 
Indaba One’s own problem or concern 
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Inkatha Political party 
Ja, wie praat? Yes, who’s talking? 
Jiss Exclamation, short for Jislaaik. Wow 
Jong Man 
Jy weet You know 
Kaalgat Lit. ‘Naked arse’. Naked, broke, cleaned out 
Kaffir Insulting term for a black African 
Kak Shit, rubbish 
Kheffiye 
Arabic chequered black and white scarf, worn around the neck or 
head 
Klippies Klipdrift brandy 
Kufi hat Traditional West African hat for men 
Kwerekwere A foreigner, esp. in a township 
Laager An encampment formed by a circle of wagons 




Madiba Title of respect for Nelson Mandela 
Mbaqanga music A style of black music in urban South Africa  
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Megillah The whole complicated thing (Yiddish) 
Meisie Young woman 
Meneer Mister 
MK See: Umkhonto we Sizwe 
Moeg Tired 
Munts Insulting term for black people 
Muti Traditional African medicine or magical charms 
Nee-aa No! 
Nyala Armoured personnel carrier 
Ons vir jou, Suid Afrika We’re for you, South Africa 
Oom Uncle 
Opgefok Fucked up 
Ou, oke Guy 
Ouma rusks South African brand of biscuits 
Pêllie Pal 
PEP store Retail store in Southern Africa 
Rand South African currency 
Riempie chair Early Dutch style of wooden chair with woven leather seat 
SADF South African Defence Force, during apartheid 
Saffers South Africans 
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San South Africa’s oldest inhabitants, also known as Bushmen 
SAPS South African Police Service 
Sawubona Hello (Zulu) 
Sies-a That’s disgusting 
Sjoe Phew 
Skattie Darling, honey 
Skeef Skew 
Skollie Delinquent 
Skop, skiet en donder Lit. ‘Kick, shoot and thunder’. Often describes action movies 
Spar Chain of grocery and convenience stores 
Spaza shop Informal convenience shop 
Stoep Veranda  
Struggle, the The fight against apartheid 
Sy’t hom verruk She cast a spell on him 
Takkies Sneakers, trainers 
Tik Methamphetamine 
Toyi-toying 
Toyi-Toyi is a southern African dance, synonymous with protest 
and struggle 
TRC Truth and Reconciliation Commission 
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Uit die blou van onse 
Hemel/ Uit die diepte van 
ons see … 
Lit. ‘From the blue of our heaven/ From the depths of our sea’ 
Umkhonto we Sizwe 
Armed wing of the African National Congress. Fought against the 
apartheid regime. Also known as MK 
Umlungu White person (Zulu) 
Vlakplaas 
An actual historical farm. The apartheid security police death squad 
used Vlakplaas as a base to torture and kill activists and freedom 
fighters 
Voorkamer The front room, esp. of a Cape Dutch farmhouse 
Voortrekker 
Dutch-speaking people who migrated into the interior of South 
Africa in the 1830s. Pioneer 
Vrou Woman 
Wie praat? Who’s speaking? 
Witbaas White boss 
Wors Sausage, esp boerewors, South African farm sausage 
Wyvie 
Lit. ‘Little wife’. In this sense, a feminised identity in a homosexual 
relationship in prison 
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